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6 DEAD IN WESTERN KENTUCKY PLANT SHOOTING
SHOOTING APPARENTLY FOLLOWED ARGUMENT
ATLANTIS
PLASTICS
'
BETWEEN EMPLOYEE, SUPERVISOR TODAY
PLAS;fIC FILMS • ML% LiC fi PLASTICS

The names of the shooter and
the victims were not released,
and it was not clear if the supervisor was among the dead.
The Atlanta-hased company
has 1.300 employees worldwide, and about 150 in
Henderson, where workers
make parts for refrigerators and
plastic siding for homes.
Henderson County JudgeExecutive Sandy Watkins said
the tragedy has shaken the entire
town, partly because so many
residents are either related to or
know someone working at the
plastics plant.
"Our whole community is in
shock," Watkins said.
Hours after the shooting,
police had set up a roadblock on
the street leading to the plant,

before
killing
himself,
By The Associated Press
HENDERSON, Ky. (AP) — Philbrook said.
"It's just total shock. It's
An employee got into an argument with a supervisor at a something you read about in the
wegtem Kentucky plastics plant paper what happened at one of
early today, then shot and killed our facilities,- Philbrook said.
It wasn't clear if the employfive people before killing himself, police and a company offi- ee was carrying the gun, or if he
retrieved it after the argument.
cial said.
happened "We don't know if the gun was
The shooting
around midnight at Atlantis in the car or if he went somePlastics in this Ohio River town where to get it," Henderson
police Lt. David Piller said.
of about 28,000 people.
At least one other person was
The employee began fighting
with a supervisor and was injured, police said. The woundescorted from the building, ed victim was taken to St.
company CEO Bud Philbrook Mary's Hospital and Medical
said. As he was leaving, he took Center in Evansville, lnd.,
out a gun, shot the supervisor, spokeswoman Cheryl Dauble
then charged back into a break said. That person was undergoroom and shot several employ- ing treatment, she said, but
ees. Then, he returned to the declined to release further inforfloor and shot another employee mation.

III See Page 2A

AP

Police tape in cordons off an area in front of the entrance to Atlantic Plastics Inc. today in
Henderson, Ky where an employee got into an argument with a supervisor early Wednesday,
then shot and killed five people before killing himself, police said.

Donation helping
program keep Ky.'s
college graduates

Academy
issues
to be
studied

By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) — An educational program aim -at,
keeping high-performing teens in Kentucky after college can blip
another 28 students this year thanks to a $100,000 donation.
Two anonymous donors wanted to help the program as it deals
with funding cuts from the state, said Aris Cedeno, the academic
coordinator of the Kentucky Governor's Scholars Program.
This year's 28 new students brings the program's total to 1,077.
Cedeno said.
"Many students, many students and parents were so happy that
that happened," Cedeno said in a telephone interview.
Cedeno said the donors surfaced last week following a story by
The Associated Press about the budget cuts.
The program, like the rest of Kentucky's state government, is
facing tight financial times because of state budget cuts. It operates
through a mixture of public and private funding.
Economic forecasters have predicted the state is facing a $900
million drop in state revenue over the next two fiscal years that
begin on July 1. Kentucky lawmakers recently passed a two-year.
$19 billion state budget that includes funding cuts for higher education and other government programs.
The program's state funding will drop from $2.1 million to about
$1.8 million under the new budget that takes effect next month.
That figure could drop to $1.7 million if an additional cut of about
., 4.5 percent takes effect.
The cuts caused the scholars program to reduce its numbers this
year by about 100 pupils before the donation. And the added funding means Ai of Kentucky's 120 counties will be represented,
Cedeno said.
"Given the financial circumstances of this state, that's a pretty
impressive number," Cedeno said.
Secretary of State Trey Grayson, who is a program alumnus. said
it is "an incubator for future leaders.-This gift will not only help more students attend the program.
but it may allow that one student who needed that extra push to stay
in Kentucky the opportunity to see Kentucky in all of its splendor,"
Grayson said.
"In many cases, it is those students who have the biggest impact
on their local communities."
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Partly
Cloudy

DIGGING IN: Tommy Atkins with the Murray Water System works Tuesday on a 1960s-era, 8inch water main at North 18th Street and College Farm Road. Several city utilities are being
reworked in order for a turn lane to be installed at the busy intersection.
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By HOLLY WISE
Staff Wnter
The Murray Independent
School District (MISD) unanimously agreed to allow Murray
High School students to participate in the Carol Martin Gatton
Academy of Mathematics and
Science in Kentucky at Western
Kentucky University.
After an application and
interview process, the academy
chose 60 out of 130 applicants
to be members of the 2010
class.
The students will spend their
junior and senior years of high
school. living in Schneider Hail
and taking classes at Western
Kentucky University. When
they graduate high school, they
will have at least 60 college
credit hours.
Two students from Murray
High School participated last
year and one student has been
chosen this year, according to
Bob Rogers, MISD superintendent.
A state-funded program, the
academy hasn't worked out all
the details of college credits versus high school credits, how students will be ranked and the
equivalent of advanced placement (AP) courses to college
classes, the board heard.
The board agreed to form a
committee to examine these
issues for the current students
who are enrolled in the program.
In other business, the board:
11 recognized the district for
receiving
the
2008
SchoolMatch 17th Annual What
Parents Want award for the 11th
consecutive year. Twenty-one
school districts in Kentucky
received the award.
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House
passes
pension
legislation

PoliceShertfllells
Murray Police Department
-A theft was reported at Sanely Pine Drive last Wednesday at
1031 a.m.
-A car fire was reported on South 4th Street at 11.53 a.m
-A theft of a mower deck was reported at 407 N. 4th St. at 1:58
pm
-A traffic accident with injuries was reported on Flint Church
Road at 2:46 p.m.
-A theft was reponed at 710 Bagwell Court at 3:35 p.m.
--A drive-off was reported at a BP gas station located on the corner of Fourth and Chestnut streets at 5:11 p.m.
-A burglary was reported to the police depararent at 724 p.m.
-Criminal mischief was reported at 503 Poplar St. Thursday at
5:20 p.m.
-A 4-wheeler was reportedly stolen at Zimmerman Apartments at
7:24 p.m.
-A burglary was reported at the city cemetery Friday at 6:54 a.m.
-Criminal mischief was reported to the police department at 9:38
a.m.
-Cnminal trespass was reported to the police department at
10:07 a.m.
-A traffic accident with injuries was reported on Taylor Store
Road and Ky. 893 at 10:25 a.m.
-A caller reported criminal mischief at 1323 Poplar St. at 3:34
p.m. Someone was reportedly egging a house.
-A theft in progress was reported at 110 Main St. a14'13 p.m. A
caller reported someone was trying to steal items from a warehouse.
-A traffic accident with injuries was reported on Murray Paris
Road at 5:55 p.m.
-A caller reported a hit-and-run involving a red Ford F150 at
Nick's Saturday at 7:10 p.m.
-A burglary was reported at The Chase Sunday at 3:46 a.m.
-An attempted break-in was reported at 200 Fleetwood Circle at
6:10 p.m.
-A burglary was reported at 104 S. 13th St. Monday at 8:25 a.m.
-A shoplifter was reported at the Family Dollar Store at 11:18
a.m.
-Criminal mischief was reported at the Seventh Day Adventist
Church at 11:20 a.m. Extra patrol was requested.
-David Carlson, 29, of Murray was cited for disorderly conduct
and resisting arrest at 1.39 p.m. at 928 S. 12th St.
-Theft of jewelry was reported on Fox Meadows Drive at 2:01
p.m.
-A drive-off was reported at 2185 Hwy. 641 North at 3:11 p.m.
-Extra patrol was requester, at Live Oaks Apartments after was
reportedly being stolen out of vehicles.
-A stolen bike was reported at 316 S. 9th St. at 5:18 p.m.
Calloway County Snerttt's Department
--A theft was reported on Grant Road Thursday at 2:23 p.m.
— Information is obtained from
reports, citations and logs from various agencies.

Ky. AG's ID swiped

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
The Kentucky House has
approved legislation intended to
keep the state's public employee retirement system financially
solvent.
The measure passed this
morning 98-0.
Lawmakers convened a special session of the General
Assembly earlier this week on
Gov Steve Beshear's orders.
Legislative leaders say they're
looking to give the pension legislation final passage by Friday
and send it to Beshear for his
signature.
About 435,000 people are
covered by the state retirement
system which, lawmakers say is
facing eventual financial collapse if left ignored. The system
has an unfunded liability of
more thaii $26 billion.
The measure now heads to
the Senate for consideration.
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II Plant shooting.
manufacturer of three kinds of
products: polyethylene stretch
films for wrapping pallets of
materials, custom films for
industrial and packaging uses,
and molded plastic pieces used
in products such as appliances
and recreational vehicles.
The company has annual
sales of $110 million, according
to business directory Hoovers.
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From Front
•approved a change order
to the Murray High School
paving project which started
this week.
According to
Rogers, the paving costs came
in under bid so the board took
the opportunity .o use the
money leftover and provide
additional lighting in the parking lot.
Rogers said the cost of the
lighting will not put them over
budget.
• heard from Rogers who
reported a 95 percent attendance record for the district.
• met in executive session
regarding litigation; however
no action was taken.

TownCrier
NOTICE
•The Murray City Council
will meet Thursday at 6:30
p.m. in the council chambers
at City Hall. Items on the
agenda include a recommendation from the Murray
Planning Commission to
adopt the revisions to the
goals and objectives section
of the comprehensive plan
and a second reading on the
rezoning of Riviera Courts.
The Murray Public Safety
Committee will meet at 6:15
p.m. prior to the city council
meeting to discuss bids for
portable radios for the police
department.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.
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RICHMOND. Ky. (AP) —
Eastern Kentucky University
has suspended a fraternity for
eight years after one of its student pledges was hospitalized in
March.
The university found the student was a victim of fraternity
hazing, according to a letter
sent last week by Mike Reagle,
Associate Vice President for
Student Affairs.
The suspension means the
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity will
lose its charter, according to the
letter, which was addressed to
the fraternity's national head
quarters.
"We believe hazing did
occur in the pledge process,"
Reagle wrote in the letter.
Student Bient Whiteside was
hospitalized in March for
injunes he said he received during hazing while a candidate for
admission into the Kappa Alpha
Psi fraternity. Whiteside told
police he was assaulted at
numerous locations within the
city from late January until
early March.
Thomas Barnes, 21, Gabriel
M. McLaren, 22, and 32-yearold alumnus Alonzo C. McGill
have been charged with fourthdegree assault, a misdemeanor.
Richmond Police said.
The three men are due in
court for a hearing on July 8,
Madison District Court clerk
Darlene Snyder said. The court
did not have information on
their attorneys.
The fraternity's suspension
lasts through 2016. but Reagle
said the fraternity is allowed to
appeal after four years if "substantial changes have been
made within the organization."
Reagle said in an interview
that Kappa Alpha Psi would
have to show that they've taken
a strong stance on hazing before
the appeal.
"We just want to see that
they're taking hazing very, very
seriously," he said.
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HAMMER TIME: Howie Whyte, left, uses a 90-pound jackhammer Tuesday to break up a portion of an old sidewalk on Arcadia Circle. Jeff Coday, right, also took his tum at using the jackhammer. The men are working on a new sidewalk that will run from Central Park to 12th
Street. They are with Krieb Concrete Construction of Murray.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky Attorney General Jack
Conway — who this month announced a special unit on cybercrime
— has found himself the victim of identity theft.
When Conway tried to buy some music on
iTunes, the company wouldn't accept his credit !
From Front
card, saying the billing zip code didn't match their
records.
which is in an industrial area on
The state's top legal officer says someone had
stolen his credit card numbet and charged thou- the southern side of Henderson.
Other employees at the plant
sands of dollars worth of computers, Vonage
phone service and postal service charges. He said
were sent home. About 34 were
the thieves changed his billing address.
inside at the time of the shootHe isn't responsible for the charges because he ing. Philbrook
Conway
reported them quickly.
In a news release on the comThe cybercrirne unit he created and federal authorities ate inves- pany's Web site, Atlantis
tigating the incident.
Plastics said it is a leading U.S
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Obituaries
Mrs. Gloria A. McLaughlin

Bro. Billy Magid Gallimore

Mrs. Gloria A McLaughlin, 86, Murray. died Tuesday, June 24,
2008, at 1:13 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of the arrangements.

The funeral for Bro. Billy Jearld Gallimore will be today
(Wednesday ) at 2 p.m. in the LaDon Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral
Home,Pans, Term Ronnie Stinson will officiate. Pallbearers will be
Kenny, Richard and Steve Gallimore. Kenny Paschall, Adam
Weatherly, Russell Moss and David Chandler, active, and Ross
Paschall and Matthew Gallimore, honorary. Burial will follow in the
Puryear City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after II a.m. today.
Bro. Gallimore, 73, Puryear. Term., died Monday, June 23, 2008,
at the Paris Henry County Nursing and Rehab Center. Pans. Tenn.
A Baptist minister for over 50 years in West Kentucky and West
Fennesse, he was a member of Puryear Baptist Church. He was the
former co-owner of Cassie Motor Lines, Puryear, and a former vice
president of Paschall Truck Lines, Murray. Ky
He was married Dec. 23, 1954 to Peggy Ann Hutson Gallimore
who died Sept. 10. 2007. Also preceding him in death were one son,
Rondall Jearld (Ron) Gallimore, and four brothers, Doyle Jr., Frank
Ralph, Samuel and Jimmy Gallimore. Born Sept. 24. 1934, in
Puryear, he was the son of the late Doyle Gardner Gallimore Sr. and
Odie Mae Byars Gallimore.
Survivors include two daughters. Pam Gallimore, Paris. and
Sandra Paschall and husband, Kenny, Puryear; one sister, Glenda
Wilson and husband, Bobby, Murray; three grandchildren, Cassie Jo
Moody Weatherly and husband, Adam, Murfreesboro, Tenn.. Ross
Paschall, Puryear. and Matthew Gallimore, Nashville, Tenn.

Mrs. Jessie Lee McLeod

ion

Mrs. Jessie Lee McLeod, 70, West Fork Road, Murray, died
Tuesday, June. 24, 2008. at 10 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Kay Poplin

(AP)use has
tended to
employnancially

Mrs. Kay Poplin, 69, Drury Lane, Paducah, died Tuesday, June
24, 2008, at 10:35 p.m. at Western State Nursing Facility,
Hopkinsville.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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The funeral for Mrs. Ruth Velma DWI will be Saturday at II a.m.
at St. Leo Catholic Church, Fr. Michael Williams will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Puryear Cemetery. Puryear, Tenn. A prayer
service will be Friday at 7 p.m. at Imes-Miller Funeral Horne.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6 to 8 p.m. Friday.
Online condolences may be made at www.imesmillercom
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Cancer
Society, c/o Pat Latimer, P.O. Box 1080, Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Thill, 79, Henry County, Tenn., died Monday, June 23,
2008, at 7:17 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A member of St Leo Catholic Church, she was a volunteer at
Helping Hands and Spanish Class Aid at the church. Her hobbies
were gardening, reading, sewing and doing crossword puzzles. Born
April 28, 1929, she was the daughter of the late Joseph Sikora Sr.
and Ida Vieter Sikora.
Survivors include her husband, Charles Thill, to whom she had
been married for 56 years; three daughters, Nancy Landis and husband, Scott, Hamilton, Ohio, Susan Daggett and husband, Jerry,
Seattle, Wash., and Joan Jones and husband, Draw, Puryear; one
son. Frank Thill and wife, Jodie. Puryear; one brother, Joseph
Sikora, Waynesville, Ohio; nine grandchildren, Michael Baldwin,
Tanya Kervalishvili and husband, George, Daniel Thill and wife,
Laura. Jennifer and Kelly Thill, and Marisa, Rosalie, Natalie and
Madiline Jones: two great-grandchildren. Eddie and Kimberly
Baldwin.

Mrs. Lathel Cochrane Beaman
The funeral for Mrs. Lathel Cochrum Beaman will be today
(Wednesday) at I p.m. in the Lone Oak Chapel of Milner and On
Funeral Home. Paducah. Rev. Stan Reid will officiate. Burial will
follow in the Young Cemetery in Calloway County. Visitation is
now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Beaman, 96, Paducah, died Saturday, June 21, 2008. at
11:15 p.m. at Pardo/Jew Nursing and Rehab, Paducah.
Born in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Luther
Terrell Cochrum and Docia Freeman Cochrum. Preceding her in
death were her husband, Edward Brent Beaman. one son. Max
Edward Beaman, and one sister.
A retired press operator for Masco Facet Company, she was a
member of Lone Oak First Baptist Church.
Survivors include one son, Donald B. Beaman. Paducah; one
brother, Terrell Cochrum Jr., Sedalia; two nieces; one nephew.

Mrs. Wanda Ellen Perrin Teltioff

Jerry L Booker
The funeral for Jerry L. Booker will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Paul Bogard will officiate. Burial will follow in the Unity Cemetery,
Hardin.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5
p.m. today (Wednesday).
Mr. Booker, 67, Palestine Road, Hardin, died
Sunday, June 22, 2008, at 7 p.m. at his home. He
was a retired union iron worker for Local 709. He
was the son of' the late John Booker and Lois
Mathis Booker. One brother. Gary Booker, also
preceded him in death.
Survivors include one daughter. Bridgett
Booker
Thompson, Aurora; one son, David Booker, and
one grandson, Zach Booker, both of Hardin; four
sisters, Tina Ellis, Sherri Willaby and Dianne Richardson. all of
Hardin, and Sheila Miller, South Carolina; one brother, Johnny
Booker, Hardin.

A memorial service for Mrs. Wanda Ellen Perrin Teitloff will be
Sunday at 3 p.m. at Carrsville Community Center at Carrsville, Ky.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Cancer
Society, Parkinson's Foundation or your local hospice. Affinity
Direct Cremation Services was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Teitloff, 77, Valrico, Fla.. former resident of Murray, died
Wednesday, March 26, 2008, at 1:55 a.m at her home. She was a
member of Apostle's Lutheran Church. She had retired after 15
years of teaching at colleges at Dalton and Marietta, Ga.. and
Chattanooga,Tenn. She was the daughter of the late Clifford and
Mayme Perrin of Carrsville.
Survivors include three daughters, Rebecca Brennan and husband, John, Columbia. Md., Ellen Stroud, Spokane. Va., and Carol
Sanden and husband. Lynn, Sarasota, Fla.; two sons, Jeffrey
Teitloff, Valnco, and David Teitloff, Santa Monica, Calif; one
brother, Allen Perrin, Blountsville, Ala.; one sister, Nova Perrin
Dunning, Burna, Ky.; 11 grandchildren; five great- grandchildren.

Paid Obituaries

Mrs. Jayne Smith Levin:

Mrs. Thelma Maxine Beak

The funeral for Mrs. Jayne Smith Lovins will be today
(Wednesday) at 2 p.m. at Mansfield Baptist Church, Mansfield,
Tenn.. Rev. Eugene Bucker:4i will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Mansfield Baptist Church Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the church after 11 a.m. today (Wednesday).
Ridgeway Funeral Home,Paris. Tenn., is in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Lovins, 82, New Concord, died Sunday, June 22, 2008, at
her home.
She was married April 28. 1946 to Edwin Smith who died July
12, 1980. She later on Jan. 18, 1985 married Rainey Lovins who
died Nov. 18, 1997. Born Jan. 23. 1926 in Cottage Grove,Tenn., she
was the daughter of the late Harvey Destle West and Cora Alice
Boyd West. Also preceding her in death were two sisters, Willie
Faye Bauer and Betty Jean Hughes, and four brothers, Elmer. Ralph,
Leonard and J.C. West.
Retired from Emerson Electric, she was a member of Good
Shepherd United Methodist Church, Murray.
Sara.ivors inchida two asiightera, Icareen niincsn, N.ew crincord,
and Crystal Marie Pollock, Paris, Tenn.; three sons, Roger Smith,
Paris, Tenn., Harvey Mitchell Smith, Houston, Texas, and Marvin
Douglas Smith and wife, Millie, Henry, Tenn.; three sisters, Ruby
Evicts. Paducah, and Bonnie Mohundro and Jonelie Drenner, both of
Murray; seven grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren.

The funeral for Mrs. Thelma Maxine Beale was today
(Wednesday) at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Churchill-Imes Family
Funeral Home. Rev. Ricky Miller and Rev. Dewayne Chadwick
officiated. Grandchildren served as pallbearers. Burial was in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Hospice, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be made at www.imesmillercom
Mrs. Beale, 83, Murray, died Sunday. June 22, 2008, at 9:10 p.m.
at Spring Creek Health Care.
She was a member of Flint Baptist Church. Preceding her in
death were her husband, Joe Rob Beale, one daughter, Diane Kohr,
one grandson, Hank Imes, one sister, Mildred Taylor. two brothers,
Dewey Lampkins Jr. and Graves Lampkins, and one son-in-law,
Charles Hoke. Born June 28, 1924, she was the daughter of the late
Dewey Lampkins Sr. and Ruby Ezell Lampkins.
Survivors include three daughters, Peggy Hoke, Almo, Mary Beth
Imes and husband. Kenny, Murray. and Martha Miller and husband,
Ricky. Mayfield; eight grandchildren, Lisa Allison, Jena Flood,
Molly Ross, Charles Hoke, John Imes, Matt Imes, Josh Miller and
Heather Kchr; eight great grandchildren, Mitch and Lucas Morton.
Elizabeth and Luke Imes. Maddie and Landon Ross, Ethan Hoke
and Will Imes.

American death toll rises in Iraq
BAGHDAD (AP)- A roadside bomb
killed three American soldiers and an interpreter north of Baghdad, the U.S. military
said today, and Iraqi police reported 14
Shiite gunmen were arrested after fighting
south of the capital.
In Baghdad, meanwhile, American soldiers using specially trained dogs sifted
through the wreckage of an office in Sadr
City where a bomb killed 10 people. including four Americans working to restore local
government in the former Shiite militia
stronghold.
The Iraqi Defense Ministry spokesman
suggested that Iraqi officials - and not the
Americans- were the main target.
At least 25 service members have died
this month, with eight deaths coming since
Friday. May's death tally of 19 was the lowest monthly toll of the Iraq conflict.
Also, U.S. soldiers in Baghdad killed
three gunmen who fired on an American
convoy that had stopped along the side of
the road just west of the city's airport, the
U.S. said. No further details were released.
The roadside bombing occurred about
10:45 p.m. Tuesday in Nineveh province.
where al-Qaida in Iraq and other Sunni

extremist groups remain active. The U.S.
statement contained no further details.
Their deaths brought to at least 4,109 the
number of U.S. military members who have
died in the Iraq war since it began in March
2003, according to an Associated Press
count.
The fighting in the south broke out
before dawn near Nassiriyah, 200 miles
south of Baghdad, as Iraqi forces were conducting house-to-house searches for Shiite
militants.
Nassiriyah police chief Brig. Gen. Sabah
al-Fatlawi said 14 suspects had been arrested but that sporadic clashes were continuing.
The area is a stronghold of the Mahdi
Army of anti-U.S. cleric Muqtada al-Sadr
and has been plagued by power struggles
between rival Shiite factions - some with
close ties to the Shiite-led national government.
Internal Shiite rivalries may have been
behind Tuesday's deadly blast inside the district council building in Sadr City, al-Sadr's
Baghdad stronghold.
The bomb went off inside a councilman's
office ahead of an election to choose a new

chairman of the council.
Defense
spokesman
Maj.
Gen.
Mohammed al-Askari said a preliminary
investigation indicated that the Iraqi council
members were the main target of the blast.
-The presence of the American forces
and embassy employees was by chance," alAskari said. "Chance played a role in the
casualties among the Americans."
The council's acting head. Jawad al-habi,
said American investigators were searching
the building Wednesday along with sniffer
dogs looking for clues. He said 12 people
were being detained for questioning, including 10 security guards.
Two of the U.S. dead were soldiers, the
military said. The U.S. Embassy said the
dead American civilians included one State
Department and one Defense Department
employee. An Italian of Iraqi origin who
was working as an interpreter for the
Americans also was killed, according to the
Italian Foreign Ministry.
The State Department identified one of
the slain Americans as Steven L. Farley of
Guthrie, Okla. He was believed to be the
first member of a provincial reconstruction
team to be killed in Iraq.
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House passes bill
stopping Medicare
pay cut for doctors
WASHINGTON I AP)-In a
matter of days the federal government is scheduled to start
paying doctors 10.6 percent less
when they treat Medicare
patients.
With that in mind, the House
overwhelmingly passed legislation Tuesday that would void the
cut and pay for it by tnmming
payments to private health
insurers.
The legislation passed 35559 despite a veto threat by
President Bush and protests
from the insurance industry. It
had broad support from doctors,
hospitals and pharmacists. A
vote against the measure would
have risked alienating those
important constituencies just as
lawmakers get ready to break
for the July 4th recess.
Now, the job of avoiding a
pay cut for doctors falls to the
Senate, where lawmakers were
working behind the scenes
Tuesday to craft a compromise
that would gain the administration's support or generate
enough votes to overcome a
veto.
Some 600,000 doctors care
for Medicare patients. Payment
rates are set to drop by 10.6 percent on July 1 as a resuit of a
formula that calls for cuts when
spending exceeds established
goals. Avoiding the cuts has
become an annual event for
Congress, but finding the money
invariably requires trimming
payments to other health care
providers.
Democrats this year have
focused on taking the money
from the Medicare Advantage
program, which lets the elderly
and disabled get their health
benefits through a private insurer rather than through traditional
Medicare.
Democratic lawmakers say
the government's payments to
the insurers are overly generous.
but the administration and supporters in Congress say the payments translate into lower
monthly premiums for Medicare
Advantage participants or extra
services such as vision and dental care. Under the bill passed
Tuesday, insurers would lose
nearly $14 billion over five
years.
"The administration has
repeatedly communicated that
legislative proposals that result
in loss of beneficiary access to
additional benefits or choices in
the MA program are unaccept-

able."
the
Office
of
Management and Budget said in
a statement of administration
policy.
Democratic lawmakers, however, dared Republicans to vote
against the measure. They added
an array of measures that were
popular with health care
providers and patients. For
example, insurers would be
required to pay pharmacies
within 14 days of billing.
Another measure would lower
the co-payment from 50 percent
to 20 percent when Medicare
participants get treatment for
mental health problems.
-Vote against the bill and talk
to your local pharmacist, my
Republican friends," warned
Rep. Pete Stark, D-Calif.
The biggest threat, however,
was the loss of access to a physician that many lawmakers
warned would occur because
doctors would be reluctant to
see Medicare patients.
"If we fail to enact this legislation, physicians will face a 10
percent pay cut that jeopardizes
access to care for seniors and the
disabled," said Rep. John
Dingell. D-Mich., and chairman
of the House Energy and
Commerce Committee.
Republicans supported the
measure, 129-59. Democratic
lawmakers supported it unanimously with 226 votes.
Many of those who spoke
against the bill criticized
Democratic leadership for not
holding hearings on the measure
and for presenting them with a
bill on the same day a vote was
scheduled.
"The majonty seems to
under the mistaken impress n
that the less input and the lets
Republicans know about malts!:
bills. the more likely we are lo
vote for them," said Rep.
Barton. R-Texas."Weil, I h
armanat p
news flash. Wet
•the process w heti we.don't
any input into the policy." _
A similar bill failed last week
to gain enough support in the
Senate to proceed to a vote.
Senate Majority Leader Harry
in
Reid, D-Nev., plans to try: age
.
by Friday.
's
-As evidenced by the ovorwhelming House vote, the bill
they are sending us enjoys saeni ficant bipartisan suppcM.
Senator Reid intends to brit)g
this bill to the floor as quickly hs
possible,"
said
Reicri.
spokesman, Jim Manley.
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OUR READERS
WRITE
To the Editor.
After reading Tom Berry's article on June 19 regarding
Bruce Lunsford's stop in Murray, I felt compelled to
Mr, Lunsford does a lot of name calling, but I've
respond
noticed that he offers no solutions for any of the problems
facing our country. whereas Sen. Much Mc-Connell has consistently used his position in the Senate to offer good ideas
and help our state.
The Democrats have been in control of Congress for over
two years and have yet to pass any legislation that will start
to solve our long term energy problems. In fact, Sen.
McConnell has been pushing an energy plan that would
responsibly expand our domestic energy production here in
the U.S. so we don't have to rely on the Middle East for
oil but the Democratically controlled Senate under the leadership of liberal Nancy Pelosi has refused to give it scrious
consideration. Why not, I ask?
Where are the Democrats in Washington? The same
place Bruce Lunsford is -- against the U S. becoming energy independent. The Washington liberals want to raise taxes
and bury their head in the sand, hoping for lower gas
prices. I read that Barack Obama said he was actually for
a "gradual" increase in gas pnces! As a retired school
teacher. I say, "I can't afford higher gas taxes!"
I think Sen. McConnell's plan to produce more energy at
home, invest in new technologies ere: conservation techniques, and use clean coal technology is the fight solution
for America.
I also know that Sen. McConnell has used his position as
a leader in the Senate to stop tax increases, whereas Mr
Obama and Mr. Lunsford have repeatedly called for tax
increases.
Frankly. I don't know why anyone in western Kentucky
would trade in Mitch McConnell, who delivers millions and
millions of dollars while fighting for lower taxes and lower
gas prices for Kentucky. for Bruce Lunsford who apparently
offers nothing but blame. silly name-calling and higher taxes.
America has serious problems and we need conservative,
clear thinking leaders who can offer serious solutions. Fortunately, Kentucky already has one. His name is Sen. Mitch
"We are only truly happy when we
McConnell, and he takes care of business for all of us in
are doing what we are meant to do
Kentucky in Washington D.C.
and being what we are meant to be."
Sincerely,
Thus concludes Peter
Diane M. Taylor !
Gomes, the Plummer
Hamlin, Ky.
Professor of Christian
Morals at Harvard
College.
Novell:a Louis
Auchincloss said
much the same thing
-- albeit more subtly
— in his "East Side
Story" when he
Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040,
recorded the funeral
and address of the PresbyMurray, KY 42071, faxed to 270-753-1927,
terian minister for
or e-mailed to editorCarnurrayledger.com.
Auchincloss's fictional
ByBy James
character David
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and
Duane Bolin
minLedger & Times Carnochan. The
have address and phone number for verificaister stated that "of
Columnist
any man it is suffition purposes. E-maikKi letters must have
cient eulogy to say
address and phone number.
that he so uses his powers as to be
virtuously successful in his chosen call✓ No letters will be printed anonymously.
ing."
In his book, "The Good Life." ProV Letters should not exceed 300 words and
fessor Gomes had been inspired to
must be typed or legible.
write on calling by his long friendship
with the cellist. Yo Yo Ma. When Ma
V The Murray Ledger & Thnes reserves the
was a student at Harvard. Gomes
right to edit or reject any letter on the basis of
attended a Saturday morning class session that the young cellist had with the
length, style, spelling, grammar, libel, good
great Russian master Rostropovich.
Each of seven undergraduate musicians
taste and frequent contributors to the Forum
played for Rostropovich. and then the
Page.
master would give instruction.
When it was Ma's turn, Gomes said
V Letters of a "thank you" nature that sinthat "He began to play, and when Ma
by
gle out sponsors, businesses or individuals
plays, his whole being becomes an
extension of the music and of the
name, except those directed toward the cominstrument; rather than being solely an
munity as a whole, will not be accepted.
instrumentalist, he is instrumentalist,
instrument, and, indeed, even conducand
viewpoint
the
represent
V Letters only
tor."

"THAT'S AGESietf

Truly Happy

OD LETTERS POLICY

Away

opinions of the writer and not necessarily of
the Ledger & Times staff.

According to Gomes, "Ma plays
everything, is everything, and well
before he had finished — in that particular Saturday morning session — the
maestro jumped up, gesticulating wildly,
and, in a torrent of Russian too fast
for translation, forced the young player
to stop. We were stunned. Was he
pleased, impressed, angry, dismayed?"
Rostropovich did indeed instruct Ma.
and, taking the bow from him, leaned
over his shoulder, and then asked the
young man to repeat a measure.
Gomes wrote that "we could tell that
Rostropovich was excited beyond words,
and we thought he was about to throw
a tantrum. . . . Only in the wake of
the pandemonium did the translator
have a chance to say that the maestro
had said he had never before heard
such playing in his life and that he,
the maestro, was in the presence of
genius."
In trying to describe the moment.
Gomes quoted Aristotle's definition of
Happiness: "the exercise of vital powers alone lines of excellence, in a life
affording them scope." According to
Gomes. "the good cellist is one who is
good a: playing the cello, just as the
good person is one who is good at
being a person, doing what is most
good. most noble, and most pleasant.
What the good person and the good
musician do is perform virtuously, and
the virtue of something is related to
the notion of its ability to perform
excellently its characteristic activity."
Gomes continued that "we do not do
virtuous things in order to be happy;
rather, we are happy because we do
virtuous things." Anyone paying close
attention to the life and calling of Yo
Yo Ma will realize that he loves what
he does, and he does what he loves.

Ye Ys Ma
And he does it so well.
What about the rest of us? Wouldn't it be wonderful to be able to say
that we are doing what we are called
to do, and that we are living as we
are called to live? As Gomes would
have it. "We are only truly happy
when we are doing what we are meant-.
to do and being what we are meant to
be"
Duane Bolin teaches in the Department of History at Murray State University. He may be reached at
duane.bolin@murraystate.edu. This
October lb Ye Ma will perform with
the Nashville Symphony.
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Setting the table for a
dinner party is a stroll down
memory lane.
As I stand on tip-toes to
reach the top shelf of the
cabinet for the blue Staffordshire plates. I think of my
Aunt Irene. Opening the velvet-lined box where the good
silver is stored brings an
image of my former sisterin-law, Barbara. The brass
candlesticks hearken back to
Mr. and Mrs. O'Connell,
parents of my best hometown friend. Kathy. Completing the scene is a cut crystal
vase of splendid hydrangea.
The flowers are compliments
of my husband the gardener,
but the Waterford is credit to
my Aunt Regina.
These are some of the
cherished gifts from my first
wedding. The fact that I still
use them years later is a
tribute to the good taste and
glad tidings of friends and
relatives. Though I picked
Wild Rose as the pattern for
my flatware. the other
objects were chosen for me.
outlasting one husband and
many of the givers.
Today, most brides register
with various retailers to give
their wedding guests a

heads-up
the yhowwant
on
to feather
their nests.
Now that
this practice has
become
routine,
registry
options
range from
Main Street rudimentary
By Constance tojust
Alexander
plain rude,
Local
agenedlin
clu
itrnay
Columnist
cies, museum shops,
and direct deposit to the
couple's savings account.
Murray's Vintage Rose,
guided by owner Sarah
Jones, offers a registry service that helps brides maintain
down-to-earth perspective
without losing sight of outof-this-world household
accessories.
"The purpose of registering," Sarah explains simply,
"is so the couple can choose
things they like and make it
easier for the gift buyer."
Even if a giver chooses a
gift not on the registry. the

earth tones. There are also
listing establishes some
patterns vs. solids."
basics — favorite color
As she reflects on her
schemes, desired level of
own experience. Sarah
fussy or functional design,
remembers receiving "so
preferred lifestyle for everymany nice gifts" when she
day and special days.
got married.
"We're preny traditional,"
"I still can pull out a
Sarah says, adding that Vinserving piece I got as a
tage Rose offers an array of
wedding gift: Sarah says,
choices, including more than
2,000 tableware patterns, plus "and I think of the person
who gave it."
cookware, kitchen gadgets,
One of her most memoand even wedding-related starable gifts. not specified on
tionery.
her registry, was a crystal
Anyone associated with
clock from a family friend.
weddings is a trend spotter.
About.com provides a list .
and Sarah Jones is no differof the top 5 wedding gifts.
ent. She reports that "Save
the Date" cards have become Log on to
popular as a useful means of http://weddings.about.com/od/g
ifts/a/top5weddinggift.htrn for
letting invitees know well in
their creative ideas. For more
advance to keep the big day
about Vintage Rose, go to
free.
http://www.vintagerose.com/.
Sarah also mentions that
she has seen some changes
Read Main Street online
in wedding Invitations of
late. Instead of the traditional at www.inurrayledgercom. In
June. each column related to
white or ivory, brides are
weddings and June brides.
using color, unusual fonts
July will focus on independand even photogiaphs on
ence in its various definitheir invites.
tions. If you have stories to
Every year, there are new
share about July 4 and its
trends in dinnerware, though
meaning, contact the columpreferences fall into general
categories. "Some like color," nist directly at constancealexarukr@newlvavecom
Sarah declares. "and others
m.net.
go more toward neutrals and

Imes
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Character Counts! Summer
Olympics scheduled Saturday
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Paducah Summer Festival
Photo Competition deadline
July 6; open to everyone

Zdedding

Character Counts! Summer Olympics
will be Saturday at Quest Fitness Center,
809 Coldwater Rd., Murray. On-site registration will start at 8:30 cm.
In order to participate in the events,
each participant must fill out a registration form, signed by a parent or guirdliss.
Participants may drop off their einaps0.11
forms to Linda Avery. Circuit Clerk, 312
North 4th St., Murray, prior to the event
1o's
or fill out the forms on Saturday mem
Datebook lug.
For more information contact Avery Mt
By Jo Burkeen
753-2714 or Mr. Dinh at 753-6111.
Community
Editor

Movies in Park Friday
Harvest Land Ministries International will show a movie,
"The Secret" starring Kirk Douglas and Bruce Boxleitner, Friday at 7:30 p.m. in the amphitheater at Murray Central Park.
Refreshments will be served and drawings for giveaways will
be held. For information call the church at 759-5107.

'Paws In the Park' party Saturday
Lost But Loved Animal Rescue will host "Pas In the Park,"
a birthday party for all dogs in Murray and Calloway County on Saturday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Central Park in
Murray. All dogs and their owners are invited. The focus of
the party is to let the public know that the group will be hosting a series of fundraisers in order to complete the construction of a a planned dog park to be built in Central Park which
will be available free of charge to all dog lovers in the city
and county. Tax deductible donations for this project can be
mailed to LBL Animal Rescue, P.O. Box 929. Murray. KY
41071. Checks should be made to Lost But Loved Rescue
Dog Park Fund.

e•tnaii: jo.burkeenesurrsyledger.col

Mr. and Mrs. Seth Grogan

Jessica Bybee and Seth Grogan were married on Saturday.
March 22. 2008. at Glendale Road Church of Christ, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Buddy and Sharon Bybee of
Dabble Day scheduled Saturday
A Dabble Day will be Saturday from 9:30 a.m, to noon at 1150 Murray Paris Rd., Murray.
The groom is the son of Barry and Fonda Grogan of 3328
First Presbyterian Church, 16th and Main Streets, Murray. This
is an event to come and lean) new things (such as painting, New Providence Rd.. Murray.
Josh Herndon, minister of the Union Hill Church of Christ.
weaving, quilting or jewelry making) by "dabbling" in them.
Benton, officiated at the ceremony. Music was by the GlenAll ages are welcome. For more information call 753-6460.
dale Road Church of Christ Singers who were Danny Claiborne. Wes Claiborne, Roy and Angie Hawkins and Todd and
MHS All-Class reunion July 5
Sheila Walker.
invited
are
Schools
City
Murray
the
of
friends
and
Alumni
Amber Thomas of Nashville, Tenn., was the maid of honor.
to attend the All-Class reunion to be held Saturday, July 5,
Bridesmaids were Lesli Nall of Henderson, Bethany Webb
from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. at Murray Middle School, Eighth of Huntsville, Ala., Nillie Djassemi of Nashville, Em n Lewis
and Main Streets. Murray. A short meeting will be held in the of Memphis, Tenn.. and Rebecca McLaren of Paducah.
auditorium at 11:30 a.m, and an optional, catered salad and
Jacob Falwell of Murray was best man.
sandwich buffet for which reservations are required, will be
Groomsmen were Grant Pittman of Charlotte. N.C.. Josh
offered at noon. Late reservations may be made by calling Bybee of Murray, Jon Ernstberger of Raleigh, N.C., Justin
759-1795 by Saturday. June 28.
Lewis of Memphis and Cory Martin of Nashville.
A reception followed in the commons area of the church.
The bride. a 2001 graduate of Calloway County High School,
Glory Bound Ministry Friday
Glory Bound Christiar. Entertainment Ministry will be tonight is a 2005 graduate with a degree in public relations of Murfrom 7 so 9 at Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. ray State University. She is employed es communications and
121 North at Stella community. Featured groups will be Elaine special events coordinator for Murray State University Alumni
Reed and Gospel Three. Items will be taken for Need Line. Affairs.
The groom, a 1998 graduate ot Calloway County High
For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643. Renee I
Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glory- School, is 2003 graduate with a degree in electromechanical
engineering technology of Murray State University. He is employed
bound@hotmail.com
at Taylor Bus Sales, Murray.

PADUCAH. KY. -- Monday. July 7, is the deadline to
submit your pictures for the
2008 Paducah Summer Festival Photo Competition. The
contest, which is in as 33rd
year, is open to all photographers.
Contestants may submit up
to five photographs that have
been completed in the last three
years. Works generated in any
photographic process including
digital, color or black and white
will be accepted. All works
must be framed and ready to
hang and a fee of $5 per entry
is charged.
This year's contest will be
juned by Chris Walker. an assistant professor in Auburn University's Department of Communication and Journalism.
Walker is himself a noted fine
arts photographer and a rare
blend of artist and journalist
with deep concerns for social
anthropology and environment.
Cash prizes OF S1,800 in
will be awarded by Walker
including $500 for first place.

Clothing and
'rags' needed
for project
Any person having used
clothing or linens that you
have been embarrassed to
donate to Angels Attic, located at 972 Chestnut St., Murray, there is a win-win solution.
The store is now able to
recycle these items and thus
provide additional funds for
the operation of Angels Clinic. Just label the donations,
"rags" and the Attic will recycle them, rather than have them
stay in your closets or eventually end up in a iandfill.
Angels Attic continues to
pick up unsold yard sale items
and other donations. Call 7620505 to schedule a pick up
of items.

TOPS Chapter will meet Thursday
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
Public Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at
753-7129 or 210-4173.

CCHS Class of 1978 to meet
'

say
tiled
we
)uld

•

Members of Calloway County High School Class of 1978
interested in helping to make reunion arrangements are requested to attend a planning session Thursday at 6 p.m. at Pagliafs. Anyone that cannot attend, but has contact information on
to
information
e-mail
can
classmates
any
cchs78reunion@yahoo.com or mail to 2212 Carolwoocl, Murray. KY 42071.

SS representative at library

meant.
ant to

A Social Security representative will be at the Calloway
County Public Library on Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. and will assist in filing claims. For more information call
toll free at 1-800-772-1213 or the Mayfield office at 1-270247-8095.

partUm-

NuBt, tua. arroed These feather lichi
backless dick on bras are perteci tor .11
the strapless and vpagheni urap dres_ se,
The!. are also wonderful because the,
keep you from having the bra "over
hang" They look tennis under a tee
shin and are say condonable
Ian Towels are also here They ate
odorless non-sneaking and it doesn't
come off co war clotneti They gm a
natural site tan without the sun
For all of you Tribal lovers we have
Just received a ka of our new tall pieces.
It's nova too early to pick out your
favontes and put them on lay away
Check out the cute Jackets vest, and
sweaters
We have a new line of tops that we
real!'" like They are so tlattenng and
c.oinfortahle you'll want a couple of
them The playful prints aid a touch of
whimsy to a casual outfit
All of the Not Your Daughter s leans.
capri's and shorts 3r7 on sale 251- off.
Try a parr — the!. are so comtonarde
and they take 10 lbs on with the tummy
tuck teature
All shoes and sandals are now 10%
off
Thanks to eseryone who helped
celebrate our 21,
1 Anniversao
The door prizes went to Bonnie Bruce
Sandy Craig and Carolyn Parks
Wraith Pit Ales and relish are hack.
come in tor a tane, they are really good'
nerd arch r Owl
Stall tuned
Fashaon raw;
PS All La ky leans 11.2 price along
with many other tents

-41CICUT
1hr Noonerhme tt,r tven,.
305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441
www.dk-kelley.com

American Legion Post will meet
American Legion Post 073 will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. at
the new American Legion Hall at 310 Bee Creek Dr. off of
North Fourth Street. The agenda includes swearing in officers
for the coming year, proposed budget and assignments for
Froggy Fest Concert. All veterans are welcomed and invited
to attend. For information call Commander Duane Brown at
227-6652 or 753-8985.

for second place. 5300
for third place. 1200 for fourth
place and four $l(X) honorable
mentions.
The 2008 Paducah Summer
Festival Photo Exhibition will
be held at Tnbeca Mexican
Cuisine, 127 South 2nd Street
and will run from July 18
through Aug. 30. An opening reception, critique by the
juror and awards presentation
will be held at the restaurant
on Saturday July 19 at 3 p.m.
Entnes can be hand delivered Monday through Friday
from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. or
mailed to Paducah Area Chamber of Commerce located in
the Commerce Center. 401 Kentucky Avenue. Paducah. KY
42001. For additional information visit the web site at
WWW.paducahphoto.com where
rules and entry forms may be
email:
or
downloaded
info@paducahphoto.com or call
Robyn Shapiro at Rene Advertising Specialties, 270-4410050.

$44)0

Photo provided

FAMILY EVENT: On June 14 the family of the late Joe and Evie Colson met at the Murray Park
for a reunion and meal with 42 in attendance, ranging from one son to several great-greatgrandchildren. One granddaughter and her husband came from as far way as Dallas. Texas,
for the event. Many pictures and stories were shared among the family members pictured.
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Merryman House Domestic Crisis Outreach Office for Calloway and Marshall Counties will offer a domestic violence
education/support group today at 3 at the Merryman House
office in Murray. For more information call 759-2373.

MHS Class of 1948 plans reunion
Murray High School Class of 1948 will have its 60th reunion
on Friday. July 4. at 6 p.m. at Garden Gate Restaurant. For
reservations call 753-3270 by July

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church.
For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

Jefferson Jackson Dinner scheduled
Calloway County Democrats invite the public to join them
for the annual Purchase Area Jefferson Jackson Dinner to be
held Monday. June 30. in the Curns Center ballroom at Murray State University. Lt. Gov. Daniel Mongiardo will be in
attendance along with Auditor Cnt Luellen. To allow visiting
with friends and bidding on items in the silent auction, a
social hour will begin at 6 p.m. with dinner at 7 p.m. Tickets are $25 per person if paid by June 25 ($30 each if paid
after June 25). If you would like to sponsor a table, the fee
is $25. Table sponsors and donors to the Silent Auction will
be recognized in the program. To make reservations or for further information, contact Kathy Jo Stubblefield at 753-3187 or
Dottie Lyons at 753-6351.

•

Park to sponsor co-ed teams
The Kirks;ey Park will sponsor a coed adult softball league
with the starting date to be Monday. June 30. Teams will be
playing two games a night and
the fee is $300 per team

A meeting of the coaches
will be Sunday at 2 p.m. Preregistration must be made with
Dianna Phillips at 270-5272072 days and 489-2220 nights
Only three spots are available

•

"Sarah is going to market,
so we need to make room"..

S•A•LeE
June 26th — June 28th

Center moving to new location
Calloway County Adult and
Family Education will be closed
the weeks of June 23 and June
30 in order to move to its
new location at 92 Chestnut
St. (across the railroad tracks
from Morningstar Foods). The

•
•

•

20% OFF On Almost

center will reopen there at 8:311
a.m. on Monday. July 7.
For information call 7595525 and this number will
remain the same at the new
location.

Everything Storewide
Extra Discounts on Retired
including
Seaside Collection and Microfiber.

en
Announcing

Some items us low as 75% OFF'

Heather McCarver
is at
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Hair Tek
Call for all your hair care
and nail needs.
SO2 S. lith IL,laraliskl, KY 42086
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Health

.....gestawoom
Lack of sunshine vitamin
may cloud survival odds
By LINDSEY TANNER
AP Medical Wnter
CHICAGO tAP; - Ness
research linking low vitamin D
levels with deaths from heart
disease and other causes bolsters
mounting evidence about the
"sunshine" vitamin's role in
good health
Patients with the lowest
blood levels of vitamin D were
about two times more likely to
die from any cause during the
next eight years than those with
the highest levels, the study
found. The link with heart-related deaths was particularly
strong in those with low vitamin
D levels.
Experts say the results
shouldn't be seen as a reason to
start popping vitamin D pills or
to spend hours in the sun, which
is the main source for vitamin D.
For one thing, rnegadoses of
vitamin D pills can be dangerous
and skin cancer nsks from too
much sunshine are well-known.
But also, it can't he determined
from this type of study whether
lack of vitamin D caused the
deaths, or whether increasing
vitamin D intake would make
any difference.
Low vitamin D levels could
reflect age. lack of physical
activity and other lifestyle factors that also affect health, said
American Heart Association
Alice
spokeswoman
Lichtenstein, director of the
Nutrition
Cardiovascular
Laboratory at Tufts University.
Still, she said the study is an
important addition to an emerging area of research.
-This is something that
not be ignored,"
should
Lichtenstein said.
The study led by. Austrian
Vesearchers involved 3.258 men
.4ind women in southwest

Germany Participants were
aged 62 on average, most with
heart disease, whose vitamin D
levels were checked in weekly
blood tests. During roughly
eight years of follow-up. 737
died. including 463 from heartrelated problems.
According to one of the vitamin tests they used, there were
307 deaths in patients with the
lowest levels. versus 103 deaths
in those with the highest levels.
Counting age, physical activity
the
factors,
other
and
researchers calculated that
deaths from all causes were
about twice as common in
patients in the lowest-level
group.
Results appear in Monday's
Archives of Internal Medicine
"flie study's lead author. Dr.
Harald Dobnig of the Medical
University of Graz in Austria,
said the results don't prove that
low levels of vitamin D are
harmful -but the evidence is just
becoming overwhelming at this
point."
Scientists used to think that
the only role of vitamin D was to
prevent rickets and strengthen
bones. Dobnig said.
"Now we are beginning to
realize that there is much more
into it," he said
Exactly how low vitamin D
levels might contribute to heart
problems and deaths from other
illnesses is uncertain, although it
is has been shown to help regulate the body's disease-fighting
immune system, he said.
Earlier this month, the same
journal included research led by
Harvard scientists linking low
vitamin D levels with heart
attacks. And previous research
has linked low vitamin D with
high blood pressure, diabetes
and obesity, which all can con-

tribute to heart disease.
The new research -provides
the strongest evidence to date
for a link between vitanun D
deficiency and cardiovascular
mortality." said Dr. Edward
Giovannucci of the Harvard
study of 18,225 men
Low vitamin D levels also
have been linked with several
kinds of cancer and some
researchers believe the vitamin
could even be used to help prevent malignancies.
It has been estimated that at
least 50 percent of older adults
worldwide have low vitamin D
levels, and the problem is also
thought to affect substantial
numbers of younger people.
include
reasons
Possible
decreased outdoor activities, air
pollution and, as people age. a
decline in the skin's ability to
produce vitamin D from ultraviolet rays, the study authors said.
Some doctors believe overuse of sunscreen lotions has contributed, and say just 10 to IS
minutes daily in the sun without
sunscreen is safe and enough to
ensure adequate vitamin D.
although there's no consensus
on that.
Diet sources include fortified
milk, which generally contains
100 international units of vitamin D per cup, and fatty fish —
3 ounces of canned tuna has 200
units.
The Institute of Medicine's
current vitamin D recommendations are 200 units daily for children and adults up to age 50, and
400 to 600 units for older adults.
But some doctors believe these
amounts are fai too low and recommend taking supplements.
Medical
American
The
Association at its imitual meeting last week agreed to urge a
review of the recommendations.

I STOP BACK & NECK
PAIN TODAY!
SPINAL DECOMPRESSION THERAPY*
Safe Painless Procedure for
• Sciatica
• Disc Bulge
• Neck Pain
• Disc Herniation
• Arm Pain
• Headache

• NO DRUG.S
• NO INJECTIONS
• NO SURGERY
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In this June 10, 2008 file photo, a worker separates tomatoes at the sprawling Central
water
Abastos maricet in Mexico City. Pick a tomato in the blazing sun and plunge it into cold
it.
contaminated
might
have
Instead of cleaning it, you

Salmonella can ride
water into tomatoes
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Pick a tomato in the blazing sun
and plunge it straight into cold
water. If that happened on the
way to market, it might be contaminated.
Too big of a temperature difference can make a tomato literally suck water inside the fruit
through the scar where its stem
used to be. If salmonella happens to be lurking on the skin,
that's one way it can penetrate
and, if the tomato isn't eaten
right away, have time to multiply.
That doesn't mean people
shouldn't wash their tomatoes
— they should,just probably not
in cold water.
But as the Food and Drug
Administration investigates the
nation's outbreak of salmonella
from tomatoes, the example
shows the farm isn't the only
place contamination can occur
— and checking things like
water quality and temperature
control in packing houses and
other supply stops is one key to
safety.
Raw fruits and vegetables are
crucial to a healthy diet. But
they're also the culprits in a
growing list of nasty outbreaks:
E. coil in spinach and lettuce.
Hepatitis A in green onions.
Cyclospora in raspberries.

Salmonella in cantaloupe.
Shigella in parsley.
This newest salmonella outbreak is the 14th blamed on
tomatoes since 1990.
Preventing future illnesses
depends on learning how salmonella sneaks onto and inside
tomatoes, which might seem to
be pretty well protected by their
smooth waxy skin. Yet scientists
have few answers, prompting
the FDA last year to begin a
Tomato Safety Initiative that is
studying industry practices in
Virginia and Florida, origin of
several previous outbreaks.
Honda's agriculture department on July 1 begins enforcing
so-called "tomato best practices.".farming and Aandling
guidelines that leading growers
pushed the state to formally
adopt. and that many farms voluntarily began following in the
past year.
The FDA likewise wants the
authority to set mandatory safehandling rules, what it calls
"preventive controls." for growers and suppliers of foods linked
to repeated outbreaks of serious
illness, such as tomatoes and
leafy greens. Congress hasn't
yet acted on that request.
"We need them, we've asked
for them. and we don't yet have
them.- says Dr. David Acheson.

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
• Murray's Source for FHA & USDA
• Both Conventional & Non-Conventional
• USDA is 100% Purchases
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Call us for further information
753-7109 or 759-1883
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the agency's food safety chief.
who is directing the CSI-like
hunt for the tainted tomatoes.
Further complicating the picture, budget woes mean the
FDA's inspections of food-proclueing facilities have plummeted by 56 percent between 2003
and las: year. Acheson says the
drop has continued this year. and
the FDA plans to hire more
inspectors with a pending budg •
et boost from Congress.
But inspections aren't the
solution to food poisoning.
insists Acheson. who also hopes
to double or triple the 1(1 percent
of FDA's budget historically
devoted to prevention.
FDA "is not arguing that you
can inspect your way out of
these problems," he says. —The
critical point is to build safety
upfront. not load up inspection
at the end"
There are some common
themes when fresh produce
sickens, either fr;(a salmonella
— bacteria that ii. v in the intestinal tracts of humans and
numerous animals -- or other
microbes: Water sources, worker hygiene and wildlife or
domestic animals near fields are
frequent culprits because they
involve points where safety systeins can easily break down. .
Washing fresh produce under
running water is a commonsense
consumer defense. "We knOw
you can wash off some salmonella," says Virginia Tech fond
microbiologist Robert Williams,
who accompanied FDA scientists to Virginia farms as part.of
the tomato initiative. Bat,
"nobody's ever shown it washes
off all salmonella."
Water is an automatic first
suspect. Was clean water used to
irrigate, mix pesticides sprayed
on crops, wash down harvest
and processing equipment. and
wash field workers' hands? •
Then in packing houses.
tomatoes often go straight into a
dump tank, flumes o-f chlorinated water for a first wash. To
against
salmonella
guard
washed into the water in turn
being sucked into the tomatoes.
producers often keep washwater 10 degrees warmer than
the incoming crop, says food'
safety scientist Keith Schneider
of the University of Florida, also
part of FDA's tomato initiative.
Beyond packing houses, the
industry points to cases where
were
suppliers
shipped
unwashed, warm tomatoes and
dunked them in ice-water baths
to firm them for further process
ing.
Studies never have shown
that plant roots can suck salmonella up and inside the tomato,
where it can't be washed out.
says Virginia Tech's Williams.
whose lab is working to confirm
that. Still, if contaminated water
is sprayed onto the leaves or
blooms, or bird droppings fall
directly onto the foliage. salmonella might be absorbed internally. he says.
In fact, salmonella may be
particularly hard to prevent in a
variety of crops because birds.
reptiles and amphibians carry it
— the same reason children
should wash their hands after
handling a turtle. iguana or frog.
The tomato industry's guidelines already advise surrounding
fields with bare soil "buffer
zones- to discourage reptiles.
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2003 GMC Envoy SLT 4x4
115,000 Miles, Heated

Leather. Moonroof.
Stk. #GC8365A

2006 Toyota Sequoia 5R5 2001 Uncoln Navigator 4WD
42,000 Miles,
7 Passenger.
Stk #TC9052A

91,000 Miles, Heated
Leather, 7 Passenger,
Moonroof, Chrome
Wheels. Stk. #TC9027A

s9,568°
2007 Dodge Grand Caravan SXT
31,000 Miles, 7

Passenger, Stow-N-Go,
Alloy Wheels.
Stk. 0CP477

14,983*
2005 Dodge Ram 1500 ST
58,000 Mlles, Quad Cab,
20" Wheels.
Stk. #CT8138A

PRIlsOWNIO VENUS'
2001 Chevrolet Tahoe LT 4x4: 126,000 Miles,
8 Passenger, Heated Leather, Moonroof.
$7,827
Stk. #CT8202A
1997 Ford Escort Wagon LX: 120,000 Miles.
$2,995
Stk. #GC8295A
Spoiler,
Miles,
146,000
1998 Nissan Maxima:
$5,762
Alloy Wheels. Stk. #TC9081A
2002 Dodge Durango SXT 4x4: 73,000 Miles,
T/C, PW, PL, A/C, CD. Stk. #CT9003A

$5,492

2008 Chevrolet Silverado 4x4
3,000 Miles, Shortbed,

Reg. Cab, PW, PL,
T/C, AC.
Stk. #TT8337A

$18,457*
2006 Chevrolet Monte Carlo LT
44,000 Miles, Heated
Leather, Alloy Wheels,
Spoiler.
Stk. OP6848

2000 Chevrolet Silverado Z-71 LT: 89,000
Miles, 4x4 Heated Leather. Stk. #GT8182A..

$10,376

2005 Chrysler Pacifica

2005 C•MC Yukon SLT
94,000 Miles, Heated
Leather, Moonroof, DVD,
7 Passenger, Autoride.
Stk #P6827

2006 Dodge Durango SLT 4x4
48,000 Miles, 8
Passenger, Leather
Seats, DVD.
Stk #TT8327A
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2007 Chevrolet Colorado LT Z-71

2007 Subaru Forester AWD
28,000 Miles, Heated
Leather, Polished Alloy
Wheels, T/C, PW, PL, CD.
Stk #P6873
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26,000 Miles, Crew Cab
4x4, TIC, PW, PL, CD
Stk. OCT8048A
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Voters split over McCain,eObama on Iraq issue
WASHINGTON
AP) —
AP-YAWC/:) NEWS POLL i
hand. people also don't want to
John McCain's stance on the
retreat or lose. . In 2006. (the
war is unambiguous: He voted
Downs
McCaw
public:, view of the war) was
for it. supports the current
Boas
Own% nallediselatal aeW indounnowria John 1411:Con
much more clearly a net positive
enhanced U.S troop presence in
Neither
lawsWiadlliwniesta an Ilse maps 01 Irma anti Illembelenn
for Democrats I think the landIraq and vigorously opposes any
scape has changed"
Who would do•boner told
Who would do•WNW 100
timetable to withdraw.
of handling Iraq/
of handling terrotient?
Ai the Pew Research Center
The public's stance on the
for the People & the Press,
Among Democrats
war is as equivocal as McCain's
Among Democrats
which has also polled on Iraq
11
is not: A strong majority of
•15
and the presidential candidates,
Among %Publicans
Americans oppose it and believe
Among Republicans
director Michael
iissOCIale
it was wrong in the first place,
2
Dimock said the public has a
but more find McCain better
Among Independents
Among independents
perception that McCain -is not
suited to handle Iraq than his
3112
SI
completely on board with
Democratic presidential rival,
AP
Bush
Barack Obama.
What's more, he said. Obama
"He's more experienced mill- withdraw. The 29-year-old self- ference is Obama's desire to
tanly.- said Ann Burkes, a regis- employed house cleaner says fundamentally change American faces lingenng concerns about
tered Democrat and retired she has never voted for a policy in Iraq and _John McCain his experience, about not being
third-grade teacher from Broken Republican. She might this time. wants to continue George tested and about not haying forArrow. Okla. "And I don't know
Obama eign policy experience —
"I do believe that he will do Bush's
policy.themes Hillary Rodham Clinton
if I agree with stay-the-course better in Iraq," she said of spokesman Bill Burton said
(policy). hut I think the good McCain. "Because he's served
Democratic pollster Anna pushed during their prolonged
probably outweighs the had with in the military and he has said Greenberg said the evidence of primary contest.
"What you see is that
him, expenence-wise.we can't just pull out. ... I think improvements this year presents
Burkes illustrates the con- we're just kind of stuck with it a double-edged sword for Americans themselves are conflicted about Iraq." he added.
flicted voter, one who is as like- now and we have to finish.McCain and Obama
ly to be influenced by McCain's
"Obviously, people don't like "They are very hesitant to say
Republican pollster Neil
policy positions as by his per- Newhouse calls these voters the war in Iraq, they want it to that we need to get out now.
sonal biography as a former "nose-holders.be over and they don't like all They understand the complexity
situation"
Navy pilot who spent more than
"They don't like the fact that the money we're spending of this
five years in a North Vietnamese we're over there, they don't
prison_
think the decision was the right
For McCain, there is a major one, but they understand that if
complication. Not all those vot- we simply withdraw our troops
ers who perceive him as stronger it would leave things worse off.on Iraq say they will vote for he said
him for president.
Aware that national security
Unlike the 2004 presidential is one of McCain's strongest
as
contest, this is not shaping up
features. Democrats and their
a national security election. allies have tried to portray his
Neither the war nor terrorism is Iraq stance as a mere continuaforemost in the public's mind. tion of President Bush's policy.
The economy and energy prices They have seized on his comare the pre-eminent issues of the ments earlier this year when he
day. And on those. Obama has speculated that U.S. troops
the edge.
could remain in Iraq for 100
Still, this hate-the-war, love- years. Though he was talking
the-warrior strain runs through about a presence of non-combat
the American electorate. In a troops akin to those in South
new Associated Press-Yahoo Korea, the remark has been used
News poll, more than one out of against him in television comfive of the respondents who said mercials.
they opposed the war also said
Earlier this month, McCain
they support McCain for presi- kicked off his general election
dent. The sentiment does not advertising campaign with an ad
discriminate by gender or by that featured his and his family's
age. Most significantly, it splits military service and his years in
Independent voters in favor of captivity but cast him as a man
McCain.
with a distaste for war.
Respondents said McCain
"Only a fool or a fraud talks
would do a better job in Iraq tough or romantically about
than Obama by a margin of 39 war.- he says in the ad.
percent.
33
to
percent
McCain supported the resoluUndergirding that response is a
that allowed Bush
sa•
strong sentiment thatkiIraq. He later ens.
would be a better 1
of Defense
military than Obatna
. Rumsfeld for his
three respondents said that management of the war and
description matched McCain went on to become one of the
"very well.- whereas only one Senate's leading advocates of
out of 10 said the same of last year's buildup of troops. He
Obama, who did not serve in the has said he could envision
armed forces.
troops withdrawing around 2013
The Iraq findings track but has refused to fix a date.
McCain's advantage on the
"We were losing in Iraq: now
issue of terrorism. Of those sur- we're winning." he has said.
veyed, more than twice as many
The troop expansion, which
believe McCain can better han- is about to end, has left Iraq
dle terrorism than Obama As safer and given Iraqi forces
such. McCain is emerging clear- greater responsibility for securily as a candidate of national ty. But Pentagon and congressecurity, a conventional role for sional reports issued this week
a Republican.
also warned that the gains arc
The public's views about Iraq delicate and could be reversed.
are especially notable because
McCain's Iraq advantage
many voters appear to separate could evaporate if violence and
McCain's past record of support chaos resurface and U.S. casualfor the war from their perception ties mount. Conversely, even
of his performance as a military greater successes in the country
leader. What's more, it points to could make withdrawing troops
a potential Obama vulnerability. more palatable.
Only 6 percent of those who
Obama has argued that the
say they will vote for Obama say troop buildup has not helped
McCain would do a better job on resolve Iraq's political probIraq. But among "weak- Obama lems. He wants to remove all
supporters, that figure rises to 15 combat brigades from Iraq withflume
,
*11
percent. Moreover, among unde- in 16 months of becoming pres4e61 Cdril W41i P0,1
cided voters. McCain is pre- ident. But he has said that if alpersona Ran PDAdita rade
ormitiptanano
ferred 25 percent to 15 percent Qaida builds bases in Iraq. he
WINO McRae ouce
and 2
over Obama on Iraq.
would keep troops in the countr),
rearsenice agreement
Leeann Ormsbee. a regis- or in the region to carry out "tar111.1110UNCIK"
tered Democrat from Waterford. geted strikes."
ALST*11/11e Must('
Pa., believes the United States
"As the American people get
xt4 Radio Mobilerushed to war, but now does not to know Obama and McCain
believe troops should simply better, they will see that the dif-

1ndiituth!Wen MIf

AP Ale photo
In this Jan. 30, 2007 file photo. Sen John McCain, R-Anz;,
left, and Son Barack Obama. D-111 greet on Capitol Hill in
Washington. The public's stance on the war is as equivocal as
McCain's is not: A strong majority of Americans oppose it an*
believe it was wrong in the first place, but more find McCaiti.
better suited to handle Iraq than his Democratic presidentiat
Barack °barna.
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CARDINALS 8,TIGERS 4

St. Louis beats Detroit in '06 Series rematch
HITS FROM EIGHT PLAYERS,• RBI FROM FIVE
BOOST CARDS TO WIN IN SERIES OPENER
By LARRY U1GE
AP Sports Writer
DETROIT IAPi -- The St Louis
Cardinals got hits from eight players
and RBIs from five.
Not bad for A lineup missing
Albert Pupa's.
Bnan Barton, Skip Schumaker
and Brendan Ryan each drove in two
runs, leading St. Louis to an 8-4 win
over the Detroit Tigers on Tuesday
night.
"We're stronger with Albert, no
doubt, but we're showing we're pret-

photo
fknz;,
till in
al as
ani'.

ty good without him." Barton said
"It's really exciting to think about
what our team is going to be like
with him hack, along with some of
our pitchers that are out nght now.Puiols. who is on the disabled list
with a strained left calf, said he didn't know if he would be activated
from the disabled list when he's eligible Thursday.
Then, the superstar walked onto
the field and hit ropes in batting
practice
Cardinals manager Tony La

Russa said the decision will he made
after Pinots goes through more
workouts in Detroit. adding there•s
chanse he will play in the series
finale against the Tigers
Braden Luoper 49-Sigave up tour
runs on three homers in six-plus
innings and was disappointed his
outing ended abruptly After a strong
start
"I felt like I was pitching as well
as I have this year, especially against
that lineup." Looper said
Kenny Rogers (5-5i was roughed
up for five runs in 5 1-3 innings, giving up one more earned run than he
had in his previous five starts
"I wasn't unhappy until the

TosigM
SL Louis at Detroit
ee was..666y 606 p
Where- Cornerica Pare Now War
Probable 1111enors: Lohee 49-2
acia .7 2
C.ww,

sixth." he said
St. LOUIS. Which had lost four of
six, broke the game open with three
runs in both the sixth and seventh
innings to go ahead 8-2 after Barton
tied the game with a solo homer in
the fifth.
Schumaker. pinch-hitting for
Barton in the sixth, hit a two-run single and Ryan padded the lead with a
See CARDINALS, 28

COLLEGE WORLD SERIES

thti4t.

GEORGIA VS. FRESNO STATE
GAME 3
6 P.M. ON ESPN

•:.
MICHAEL DANN

Ledger & TIMOS

Tarod Sanders spent lust one season with the
Murray State University men's basketball
team, Sanders will rot return to the Racers
trls season as he will graduate this summer
with his degree in integrated studies.

Sanders won't
return to team

onder-dogs

TRANSFER FORWARD WOULD
HAVE BEEN SENIOR ON RACERS
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
Murray State University men's basketball
coach Billy Kennedy confirmed late Tuesday
afternoon that Tarod Sanders will not be back with
the team this upcoming season.
Sanders spent just one season with the Racers
after transferring from Coffeyville Community
College in Coffeyville, Kan.
The 6-foot-6. 250-pound forward played in 26
of 30 games as a contributor off the bench down
low for the Racers. Sanders started one game and
averaged 8.2 minutes a game.
He was a 50 percent shooter from the floor and
was 13-of-26 from the line. Sanders grabbed 44
rebounds. good enough for a season average of
1.7 per game.
Sanders had a career-high 10 points in the season opener against Rider back on Nov. 10, 2007.
He had a career-high four rebounds at Tennessee
Tech on Jan. 24. He logged a career-high 20 minutes in a game at Western Kentucky on Nov. 17.
2007.
Sanders is on schedule to graduate this summer
from Murray State with a degree in integrated
studies.
"We're happy that Tarod is graduating,"
Kennedy said. "I thank him for what he has given
to our basketball program and wish him the best in
the future...

NBA DRAFT

Bulls: Wait
'til Thursday
PAXSON WON'T TIP HAND ON
ROSE/BEASI,EI' DECISION
By ANDREW SELIGMAN
AP Sports Writer
DEERFIELD, III. (AP) — Derrick Rose or
Michael Beasley?
Chicago Bulls general manager John Paxson
wasn't about to announce a decision on Tuesday.
though he might have hinted at his intentions for
the No. 1 pick despite his best effort to hide them.
Surveying the microphones and notepads, he
grinned and said. "If anybody thinks I'm going to
give something away today. I'm not.The Bulls have the top pick in the NBA draft
on Thursday and a big decision to make, and
Paxson said he's thinking about the long term.
Considering he believes Beasley will have a
more immediate impact. that could be an indication he's leaning toward Rose.
"I know we can't go wrong either way," he
said. "Every team would like to think when they
have a bad year, they can turn it around overnight.
But we sit here and we have to look a few years
down the road and how were going to be better
then to establish something.The Beasley-Rose debate began in Chicago
when the Bulls defied 1.7 percent odds and won
the lottery.
Do they go with Rose, who grew up on the
city's South Side and played at Simeon High
School before leading Memphis to a record 38
wins and the NCAA finals in his lone season? Or
Beasley, who delivered one of the best seasons
ever by a college freshman?
Rose averaged 14.9 points and 4.7 assists and
was better in the postseason when his sconng
jumped to 20.8 per game before things ended on a
sour note. He missed one of two free throws with
10.8 seconds left in regulation, and Kansas' Mario
111 See DRAFT,28

DAVE WEAVER 'AP
Fresno State players congratulate Tommy Mendonca (32) after he hit a three-run home run against Georgia in the third inning of Game
2 of the best-of-three NCAA College World Series in Omaha. Neb., Tuesday.

FRESNO TAKES 'MERRY-GO-ROUND' TO GAME 3 TONIGHT
By ERIC OLSON
AP Sports Writer
OMAHA. Neb.(AP) — Fresno
State's stunning trek through the
postseason has college baseball
fans shaking their heads in disbelief.
The most dizzying of the
Bulldogs' performances came
Tuesday night, when they turned a
five-run deficit against Georgia
into a nine-run lead in a matter of
three innings.
Fresno State's 19-10 victory
forced a deciding Game 3 on
Wednesday night in the College
World Series finals.
"This club has a lot of heart,"
coach Mike Batesole said. "I keep
saying that because it's true."
Now this No. 4 regional seed,
which wouldn't have made the
NCAA tournament without winAthletic
Westeen
the
ning
Conference, is in position to
become the fifth straight nonnational seed to win the championship.
Fresno State (46-31), which
opened the CWS with a 17-5 win
over Rice, has scored 56 runs in six
games in Omaha.
That's the second-most runs in
CWS history behind the 62 by
Southern California in six games in
1998.
"Fresno State had the merry-goround or circus going. whatever
you want to call it," Georgia short-

stop Gordon Beckham said. "They
were going around the bases all
night. Anybody who ever thinks
they're out of it is crazy."
Fresno State had a season-high
19 hits, and its 19 runs were second
to the 24 it scored at New Mexico
State in April. Having staved off
elimination five times in the
NCAA tournament. the Bulldogs
will try to do it one more time to
win the school's first championship.
"This team has been going and
going and going, and they're going
to go for nine more innings."
Batesole said.
Georgia, the No. 8 national
seed, will send Nathan Moreau (43) to the mound against Justin
Wilson (8-5) in the final.
Tommy Mendonca put Fresno
State in front with his record-tying
fourth homer of the CWS in his
team's six-run third inning.
Fresno State scored five runs in
the fourth and four more in the fifth
to trip up a Georgia team that
appeared on the verge of sweeping
through the CWS to its second
national title and first since 1990.
Fresno State wouldn't let its
incredible season end that way. not
on this night. Rather, the Bulldogs
scored the most runs against a
Georgia team since Tennessee's
19-12 win in the 2001 CWS —435
games ago.
Before Tuesday, Fresno State

hadn't come back from more than
four runs down to win this season.
Georgia coach David Perno
ilrinolked PomoSEW*impebiele
tried to keep a sense of humor in
nee Wm.Se Cape W.-W.108de=
defeat.
Awe IS
Sueese.
"We had a tough time defending
Fresno Waft 17,(8) Rice 5
the post pattern across the middle.
1111ildey, Arne 17
Rocha %ale 5.(2) Norlh Gamine 3
It's killing us," he said. "And then
$eeeeley, June 21
that late extra point."
(2) Noah CW011118 a Fresno Sale 3
Considering what's at stake. Swaim Jim 22
RemoSIM 6(21 5104115 C-aroarw I
Perno said, it should be easy for his
Cipi1101101110 Series
players to quickly forget Game 2.
(608141.4)
"This is for everything we've
7. Proem Suite 5
worked for, and it comes down to
(Wednesday)." he said. "There is
wag
(81 George 10
no other team I would want in our
as. Fresno State
f0.a4-1)
itessisb
dugout other than this team. It's a
1100.111I-W. .
(
one-shot deal.Known as the "Wonderdogs" eighth-inning runs to Fresno State
around here. Fresno State dis- 7-6 in Game I of the finals,jumped
played more of the moxie that has on Justin Miller.
earned them further than any No. 4
Miller, who lasted four innings
regional seed had gone before.
and got a no-decision in a 5-3 win
Fresno State batted around in over North Carolina earlier in the
the third inning and sent 10 to the CWS,lasted only 2 2-3 innings.
plate in the fourth. Mendonca's
Three of Georgia's first four
three-run homer put the Bulldogs batters singled.
ahead 6-5. and Steve Susdorf's
Rich Poythress drove in a run,
two-run shot in the fifth made it 15- and after Matt Cerione was inten6.
tionally walked to load the bases.
The six-run third wasn't even Joey Lewis hit a two-run single up
Fresno State's most productive the middle. Poythress' sacrifice fly
inning of the CWS.
in the second and David Thomas'
It had a seven-run outburst RBI single in the third finished off
against Rice in the fourth inning of Miller.
a 17-5 victory.
The big start didn't lull Georgia
"I got lucky.- Mendonca said of into complacency, Beckham said.
his blast.
SI See CWS,28
Georgia. which rallied for four

Doom Dogs -11t.
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Woodson
signs with
Giants

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect yout AUTO.
190
3044 bette• 1,

EAST RUTH! KR/RD. N.J.
( API — Quarterback Andre
Woodson and linebackers Bryan
Kehl and Jonathan Goff were
signed by the Ness York Giants
on Tuesda),. leasing the Super
Bowl champions v. ith only three
draft picks to sign before the
opening of training camp next
month.
Safety Kenny Phillips. cornerback Terrell Thomas and
receiver Mario Manningham.
the Giants top three draft picks,
remain unsigned.
A sixth-round pick. Woodson
started 39 games at Kentucky.
completing 791 of 1,278 passes
for 9.360 yards. 79 touchdowns
and 25 interceptions. His 9.360
passing yards rank second in
Kentucky history, topped only
by Jared Lorenzen's 10,354
yards from 2000-03.
Lorenzen was waived by the
Giants on Monday.
Kehl. of Brigham Young, was
a fourth-round draft pick. The
outside linebacker played in 48
games with 26 starts and finished his career with 205 tackles
and seven sacks.
Goff. a middle linebacker
from Vanderbilt. was a fifthround pick.

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

The Explosion softball team recently competed in the Ken-Tenn 'Border Wars'
tournament in Martin, Tenn The team finished the weekend in second place,
falling in the championship game to the Martin Heat by a 2-0 score. The team
Hickman
is made up of girls from Murray. Calloway County. Graves County and
Sidney
left)
from
row,
(second
Godby,
Megan
row)
(front
are
Pictured
County.
Toon. Lisa Betz, Tayler Alvey, Cheicie Winchester, (third row, from left) Bratanee
Ginn, Taylor Armstrong. Lindsey Rucker, Jacqueline Vilardo, Amanda Winchester
and Ashton Futrell. Coaches are Mark Winchester and Joe Rucker. Not pictured
is Jackie Metcalf

Tusdays Mteriempis Games
Boston 5 Arizona 4
Pittsburgh 12 N Y Yankees 5
St Louis 8. Dehort 4
San Francisco 3 Cleveland 2
Toronto 14. Cincinnati 1
Seattle 11 N Y Nets 0
Tampa Bay 6. Floncia 4
L A Angels 8. Washington 3
Houston 4 Texas 3
Baltimore 7 Chicago Cubs 5

•k4CCSA is holding tryouts for the upcoming year for any children
interested in playing on a competitive soccer team. Right now there are
U9, U12 and U13 boys' teams and U10, Ull and U13 girls' teams. The
last tryout will be June 21 at 10 a.m at the ccncession stand at Bee
Creek Soccer Complex. Bring water. ball and all your gear and come try
out. Please contact Andrew Gullixson for additional information at (270)
227-1518 or via e-mail at andrewgullixson peoplepc.com
d
The Murray Stingers recently captured the runner up trophy in the eight-year-ol
Team
division of the USSSA Kentucky State Tournament held in Draffenvilte.
Garrett
members include (front row, from left), Lance Dyke, Logan Eastwood,
Danny Dyke.
Scott, Chnstian Adams, Carson Chapman, Grant Utl:)y and coach
Kendall,
(Back row, from left) coach Randy Dawson, coach Joey Scott, Darius
Adams
Aaron Dawson, Lofton Pigg, Casey Wilson, Tanner Hicks, coach Scott
Eastwood.
and coach Damon

WEDNESDAY ONLY

Medium Spaghetti

*2.97
Spaghetti With Drink

$4.95
For

Meatballs

•.970 Chestnut Street • Murray

753-2975

Luioraiki 3
Minnesota 3. San Diego 1
Oakland 5 Phillscielphs 2
Chicago WNW SO1 6. L A Dodgers
Tuesday's realkinel Leaps Gains
Milwaukee 4. Mania 3
titadnasday's lidarisiague Gomm
Arizona (Johnson 4-5) at Boston
(Wakeleid 4-5) 605 p m
Si Loins iLohse 9-2) at Detroit
(Cialanaga 7-21. 606 pm
NY Yankees (Chamberlain 1-2) at
Pittsburgh (Duke 4-4) 606 p m
San Francs°,(Zito 2-11) at Cleveiand
(Sowers 0-2) 605 pm
Cincinnati (Harang 3-10)a? Toronto
(Holladay 8-6) 6 07 p in
Seattle (Batista 3-9) at N V Mitts
(Mane 7-5). 6 10 p m
Tampa Bay (Shields 4-51 at Florida
(Tucker 2-11, 6 10 pm
LA Angels (E Santana 9-3) at
Washington (Redding 83) 6 10 p rr,
Texas (Feldman 1-3) at Houston
(Oswalt 6-7), 7 05 p m
Baltimore (Bores 6-5) at Chicago Culls
(Lily 7-5), 7 05 p m
Colorado (Cook 10-4) at Kansas City
(Hochevar 4-5). 7 10 p m
Minnesota (Perkins 3-21 at San Diego
(Banks 2-1) 905 p m
Philadelphia (Kendrick 6-3) at Oakland
(Sevin 4.5). 905 p m
Chicago 'il/Torte Sox (0 Floyd 8-3) at
LA Dodgers (Slues 1-0). 9 10 p m
Wedneeday's National League Game
Milwaukee (Suppan 4-51 at Atlanta
)Carnpreo 2-21 1 05 pro
Thursday's Intartaaguit Games
Tampa Bay (Garza 5-4) at Floncti
thendnckson 7-5). 11 10 a m
St Louis (Wetierrieyer 7-2) at Detroit
(Robertson 6-6). 12.05 p m
Baltimore (Liz 1-0) at Chicago Cubs
(Marquis 6-3), 1 20 pm
Chicago Whale Sox (Danks 4-4) al L A
Dodgers (Kershaw 0-1) 2 10 p m
Minnesota (Baker 3-2) at San Diego
Maddox 3-5). 235 pro
Philadelphia (Eaton 2-5) at Oakland
(Harden 4-01, 2 35 p in
N V Yankees (Mussna 10-5) at
Patsburgh (Maholm 5-5). 6 05 p m
San Francesco (Cain 4-5) at Cleveland
(Lee 10-1) 605 p m
Cinamat (Wisquez 10-2) at Toronto
(Lase,7-4). 607 p.m
Texas (Millwood 5-3) at Houston
(Rodriguez 2-3). 7 05P m
KNISIS LAP/

SportsBriefs

•Draft

Addironal Cxxst

Lisegue Ossetia'
At A Gann,
All Times CDT
American League
Emit Division
L Pct Cid
W
48 326130
Boston
1
45 31 592
Tampa Bay
41 36532 5 1/2
New York
12
6
520
36
39
Baltimore
10
37 41 474
Toronto
Central Dlinalon
L Pet 013
W
42 34 553
Chicago
41 36 532 1 1/2
Minnesota
36 40 474
Detroit
35 42 455 7 12
Cleveland
35 43 449
Kansas Cay
West Division
LPct GB
W
48 30 615
Los Angeles
5
42 34 553
OdWaf
9
39 39 500
Texas
12
4936415
28
Seattle
National League
East Division
L Pet Gal
W
—
42 36 538
Phiadelphs
1
40 36 526
Fkinda
4
37 39 48/
New York
39 41 481 412
Atlanta
30 49 38012 1.2
Washington
Central Division
L Pet GB
W
—
48 29 623
Chicago
45 33 577 31.2
St Louis
5
43 34 558
Milwaukee
11
37 .10 481
Pittsburgh
12
39 41 468
Houston
35 43 44913 1/2
Cnannati
West Divon
L Pet 08
W
—
10 38 513
Arizona
4
461
41
35
Angeles
Los
33 44 429 6 12
San Francisco
8
32 46 410
Colorado
6
32 46 410
San Diego
les

Former Cat
will coach
Miss. Valley
JACKSON, Miss. (AP) —
Former Kentucky standout Sean
Woods was chosen as the new
head basketball coach at
State
Valley
Mississippi
University on Tuesday.
James
replaces
Woods
Green, who left earlier this year
to become the new coach at
Jacksonville State in Alabama.
Woods served two seasons at
Texas Christian as director of
basketball operations and then
assistant coach. Prior to his time
at TCU, Woods spent one year
as an assistant coach at Texas
A&M Corpus Christi.
The two other finalists for the
MVSU job were Texas Southern
assistant Lacey Reynolds, a former head coach at Grambling
State. and Harvey Wardell, an
assistant at Tougaloo College.

I-
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From Page 18
Chalmers took advantage, hitting a 3-pointer to send the game
into overtime and, ultimately,
the Jayhawks to the championship.
Then there's Beasley.
He became the third freshman in NCAA history to lead the
nation in rebounds at 12.4 per
game while averaging 26.2
points. He had the second-most
irbounds and third-most points
by a freshman in NCAA history,
helping Kansas State to its first
NCAA tournament victory in 20
years.
Paxson said he will keep the
pick unless "somebody calls and
wants to offer the best player in
the game,- and there are no indications that LeBron James and
Kobe Bryant are being shopped.
That leaves Chicago in a situation similar to Portland's last

Check Out Our New

year.
The Trail Blazers were also a
long shot to get the first pick,
and they had to decide between
a potentially dominant big man
(Greg Oden) and perimeter
player (Kevin Durant). Unlike
Chicago. Portland did not have
the added bonus of a coaching
search.
"Thank God," Blazers general manager Kevin Pritchard said.
Trying to pick the cornerstone of the franchise was difficult enough. The Blazers ultimately drafted Oden. who had
microfracture surgery on his
right knee and missed his rookie
year.
said deciding
Pritchard
between two players posed "a
lot more challenges than you
expect. But it allows you to get
very deep into two players.Pritchard told his staff last
year to "keep an open mind until
right before the draft." He gave
Paxson this advice a few weeks
ago: "Relax, you got two good
guys to look at. Have fun with
it.-

III Drake Creek Gott Club wit host the West Kentucky Junior Gott
Championship Monday. July 14 in Ledbetter The tournament is open to
jurvor golfers ape nine to high school graduates of this past year.
ApplIcabons are available at Drake Creek Golf Shop and online at
hapPwww drakecreek.com. For more information. call the golf pro shop
at 270-898-4653
In Former Ai( American Girls professionally baseball player Dolly
Konwinskt will be speaking on July 1 beginning at 7 p.m at the H.H.
Lovett Park in Benton There is no cost and the event is open to the public. For more information, contact Randy Green at 703-4091 or 5270180. Konwinski was part of the league, which was made famous by the
movie,'A League Of Their Own."

•Cardinals
From Page 1B
two-run double in the seventh.
Tigers manager Jim Leyland
wasn't surprised the Cardinals
played well without Pujols.
"This team's played well all
year long." Leyland said.
In his first game off the disabled list, Gary Sheffield hit a
two-run shot to left field in the
seventh inning to pull the Tigers
within four runs and end
Looper's night.
"Hopefully, we can get him
on a roll," Leyland said.
Detroit's Miguel Cabrera hit
a solo homer in the fourth inning
that appeared to hit the yellow
strip along the right-field wall,
bringing La Russa out of the
dugout to argue. La Russa said
the umpiring crew told him the
ball hit the railing after caroming off the yellow line.
Regardless of the ruling.
Looper was impressed that
Cabrera drove his down-andaway pitch.

49CC
SCOOTERS

Front Page 1B
"It was too early.- he said.
"We weren't caught off guard.
It's not like we let down. We
were in the dugout saying we
have a lot of time left and
they're a good team.
"They beat us straight up. We
were not fooled. They took us
over. We were ready, and they
just hit. It was their night.Nick
starter
Georgia
Montgomery held Fresno State
to one hit the first two innings.
—The biggest thing was that
there was no sense of panic.Susdort said. "Nobody was in
the dugout panicking, say, 'Oh,
my. we're down 5-0 and we
might not play tomorrow.' It
was. 'Keep taking good batbats, get runners on base and
make good things happen."
Steve Detwiler singled and
scored on a wild pitch for Fresno
State's first run and Susdorf followed with a bases-loaded, tworun single to chase Montgomery.
TODAY'S Willie SPONSORED
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LiNdY hats
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Ridley is a (domestic short hair grey Soda IS a CIOMeStIr short hair black
and white, male, seven weeks old.
tabby, eight weeks old, male

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
a.m. 12 00.p m
Chestnut St. • Murray KY • 753 2571 • dirs. Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m. 5..00 p.m • Sot .7.30
wwwantirmfiorleafidki.toni

SHELTER HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
()Film 1
I iv num,
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter *'
0
at (270)759-4141

e

TODAY
BOXING
10 p.m.
E SPN2 -.Lightweights, Julio Diaz(344-0) vs David Tones (20-3-0) at
Beverly Hills Calif
COLLEGE BASEBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN - World Series championship
senes game 3 Georgia vs Fresno
State at Omaha Neb
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN2 — Anzona ar Boston
FSN — St Louis at Detroit
SOCCER
1.30 p.m
ESPN - UEFA Euro 2008 semitnai
Germany vs Turkey, at Basel
Switzerland
TENNIS
6 a.m.
FSPN2 — The Championships earty
round at Wimbledon England
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118.50 Column Inch. 60%. Discount 2nd Run,
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Hell 3 Ails Mast Ran Within 6 Day Prrial
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Placa Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
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The City of Murray has the following job opportunity.

Unknown Defendants who are the heirs or devueee or legatees of A.J
Stratton and Thelma Stratton, and thstr venuess and any unknown pereon who
may have an intermit in the property located at 10611- Iota 830 and 831 Kentucky
Lake Development. Unit 11

lb

POSMON:

COUNTY
Overview of Dunes: Serves as chief financial officer for the City of Many
Responsible for coordination and implementation of all
City departmental budgets, including payroll. central
accounts and general ledger and reports directly to the
Mayor. Assists in the managing of natural gas contracts
end monthly rate adjustments

at

rn

Game
La

non
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at L A

f90

end

rn
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MURRAY-CALLOWAY

Finance Officer

Re- Cidloway Circuit Court, Civil Action No 08-CI-220, Robert Hoehn, Plaintiff,
v Richard B Brown: Carl Griffis, Duane W Swearingen, Nata M Sweranngen,
Herman L &dick; Judy &lick, Oscar C Bart°, Anita .1 Barton; A_J Stratton,
Thelma Stratton; Unknown Defendanta who are the heirs or devisees or legatees
of A.J. Stratton and Thelma Stratton, and their spouses and any unknown person
who may have an interest in the property which is the rubject matter of this
action. Debra Ann Quinn. Bert'Tompkins; and John D Trotter, Defendants

Takinghaddlcale new placm
Director of Facilities
Murray Calloway County Hospital has an opening

for a Director of Facilities
The locumbent will have responsibility for the
management and operations of Maintenance.
Secunty and Biomedical services Directs and
coordinates activities related to maintenan, e. preventive maintenance. repair and senunty of the
buildings grounds, utilities, support systems. safety
prograrn and construction activities

Administration - Finance Department

Department.

POSMON ADVERTISED IS FOR FULL TIME EMPLOYMENT.

The undersigned was appointed Warning Order Attorney by the Calloway Circuit
Court to notify the Unknown Defendants who are the heirs or devisees or tegatess
then- seamace and any unknown person
of A_J. Stratton and Thehria Stratton
who may have an interest in the property located at 10611- Lots 830 and 831,
Kentucky Lake Development, Unit II, that•lawsuit has been filed to foreclose on
said property and more particalarly described in the lawsuit). The Plaintiff
asserts that it is the Certificates of Delinquency holder and that any right you
may have in the property should be terminated

City of Murray benefit package includes health insurance, life trine-once.
state retirement plan, wellness plan, sick pa:ation and personal days.
Job applications and full job descriptions for the above listed position are
available at the City Clerk's office located in City Hall at 104 N. 5th Street,
Murray, Kentucky 421771. If you have questions concerning this position,
please contact the Personnel Office at 270-762-0330 ext. 103. Applications
can be obtained on-line at isww.muaayky.goy and then mailed to 104 N 5th
Street, Murray, KY 42071.

Qualifications

Bachelor's degree it a technical and/or business
discipline required
Requires dare to five years of supervisory experiRequires prim experience on the maintenance of
facility structures/surfaces and operation of hospital
utility systems and equipment
Requires a comprehensive understanding of codes
and regulations associated with hospital mainte-

EQL.72111b2,51110A
Deadline for accepting applications 5-00 pm. Friday. June 27. 2008.
Drug screening will be required of successful applicant

nance and operinons including the requirements of
the 1CA:}10. OSHA and other federal, state and
kcal agencies
Assist with ongoing mayor hospital expansion pro)
net

The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Jeanne Carroll, Esq.
204 1/2 S 6th St
Murray. KY 42071
WARNING ORDER ATTORNEY
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An ordinance adopting the City of Murray, Kentucky
Annual Budget for the period July 1, 2006. through
June 30, 2009, by estimating revenues and
appropriating fund, for the operation. of City
Government
ars H Thomas Ruidung
H.'Monies Rushing, Mayor
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Summary prepared bp
Warren Hopkins, City Attorney

Reduce Your Taxes

A

501C3

Christian

Ministnes

is

looking for a tax deductible donation of
and or a building to expand it's
ministry in the Murray Calloway Co.
area. Please contact Rev. Michael
Richardson at 270-293-5687.

Mks
DAYLILIES are in
bloom! Clumps $5.00
& up. Pots $2.50 & up.
684 Crossland Rd.,
Murray. Wed-Sat 9005:00 Of by spot
270-227-0460.
NOW forming Mon.
night 8 ball league. Call
759-9303 or inquire at
Breaktirne Bilards
11-lE Murray Ledger &
Times considers Its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Lodger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any respo.nsibilits, whatsoever for thee
activities
WO Warned

BAL L
BEST Western now
hiring Front Desk staff
& part time night audit.
expenerice preferred
Apply in person No
phone calls please

CARPENTER/ Handy
Aurora 205-1763
CARPENTERS needed Call Jerry
748-8732

BMW

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webPar
murrayledgercorn,
you will be redirected
to yobnetwork.corn.
By default.
Murray. and local yob
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a !notional
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions naming
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

DO you love werldng
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the piece
for you' Full time and
part time positions
available
API* af
Wee Care
109S. 15th St.
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-5227
DRIVERS: A steady
lifestyle! Top pay, great
benefits! No expert
once? No problem!
Werner Enterprises
ext
800-346-2818
150

BMW

C

1
I

ENERGETIC and personable with computer
skills for real estate
office - E mail esume
to
ghunny20insightbb co
FULL-11ME Sales
Representatrve
Needed. Seeking individual meth outgoing
personality to generate
leads, close sales, and
train on PowerCiairn
software solutions.
Some travel required.
Base pay plus commission, bertafits
include health/life/dental assurance, retronsent. 18 paid days off
per year, and tuition
assistance. Minimum
1 year college
required and Sales
experience preferred.
Email resumes to candies0powerciaimmn

MIRED STATES
NAVY
Some benefits of the
United Slates Navy
stip to $70,000 toward
your education or 4
year schole -ships
3 to $65,000 for col4
.
lege debt
.30 days vacation with
pay each year.
*lousing arid food
allowances.
*Free medical and
dental.
'Travel the globe Tar
East, Europe, Australia
For more Information
call 1-800-777-6289 or

Ipt_seouisecnrc.navy.
iriS

OFFICE MANAGER
and Cl ERICAL

group 1117111MNATIONAL

sUe I Ovelearei

Apply on-line:
www.murrayhuspitel.org

2 tears experience ir laboratory or managerial setting College degree
preferred

CLEANING houses. 20
years experience.
270-753-9006.

EOE

HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129

EXCELLENT BENEFIT PACKAGE:
'Health - dental - visIon - suppiementsl insurance
4 Plaid holidays
401K
•Yeastion

im#1a-kok

This is a full time position with a fast growirig company.

Pleeee send resume to:
MVP Group Pouring Facility
112 Industrial Pk Dr
Mayfield KY 42066
Mennatucker0mupgroupinLcom

Floor & Shift Supervisors
A local manufacturing facility is looking fur individuals to work in the production department as floor supervisors and shit supervisors_
Candidate must possess assertiveness. initiative, and have ability to
multi task, pay special attention to details, and coordinate daily operations and activities within or between departments Must enforce safety
and sanitation regulations.
2 yews experience in supervisor field is a must

facsitintesnaillamlumi;
*Meth - dental - Orlon - supplemental Insurance
4 Paid holidays
401K
'Vacation

This is a full time position with a fast growing company
Please send resume to:
MVP Group Pouting Facility
112 industrial Pk Dr
Mayfield KY 42066
Oen natucker0m vpgroup4M.com

Providing mental health services in West
Tennessee for more than 30 years, CAREY
has offices in Camden, Huntingdon, Paris,
Trenton, and Union City. Currently recruiting
for the following positions:

COMPUTER SYSTEMS
ANALYST
Bachelor's degree in computer
a plus
Programming experience preferred
Pans location.

Please submit resume, letter of interest, and
pompom's) of interest to:
Fat • 731-642-1010 Attn: HR Dept
frawnekthhilkstrg
Or Mail: Hit Department
P.0 Box 30
Pans, TN 38242
No phone calls please

EOE

Britthaven of Benton is currently accepting applications for LPN's We also offer an excellent benefit
package Must be licensed in the State of Kentucky
Apply in person at Bnnhaven of Beaton 2607 Mein
Stre,rt Hwy 641 S Benton, KY 42025 EOE/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS PLEASE

'

group INTORNATIONINL, INC

Cancel mew Moe hem
•pod seliale sodMoe
work indensoc• The bee
in pews war him Mai
antosatint gay and tenses
Pleas call(270)753-705
or 1-800-674-4427
art 142 or anal
revanwyck•upset corn

MAJOR TRANSITS,
MURRAY, KY. TAXING
applications for OTR
drivers 270-781-3912

Murray-CMloway County Hospital
Attn: Human Resources
903 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 426'71
Iffoleyilmurrayhospital.org.
Fax: 270-762-1905

A local manufacturing facility .s booting for an individual to supervise
daily operaecin of a ab arid its employees_ Candidate must be SUPER
organize°, yen, professional, able to process essential paperwork. ability
to multi task and demand details

CAltEY COUNSELING
CENTER,INC.

Paducah Combination
Real Estate Licensing
class $320 DP, $44
weekly through Nov.
1st Murray Chamber
Commerce. 9-12 270223-0789
delorseadams0yahoo
COT

To apply, send resume to
INC

Lab Manager

Csy County Prawns in
Wintry is im atoning for
an 011oa Mensear and a

WEEKEND Murray

seeking
Student
ernioyment after factory lay-off Expenente
research/writing
in
Knowlegeabie in computers` electronics
Quick learner. Reliable
270-305-3785

MCCH offers a compiebennve compensation and
benefits package

IVP

Oralbeamee Nembeell0011.141141

The University of
Tennessee
IT - Business Office
Kingston Pike Building
2309 Kingston Pike
Room 132L
Knoxville, TN 379961712
Attn: Pat Mack

ence

PLEASE SUBMIT APPLICATION AND RESUME FOR CONSIDERATM

Unless a defense or answer to the lawsuit is made by you on or before July 25,
2008. a Judgment by default may be granted against no Copies of the Complaint
can be obtained from the Clerk of the Calloway Circuit Court. Calloway County
Judicial Building, 312 North 4th St., Murray, KY 42071

HOSPITAL

and techniques.
Unixitinux and
Windows operating
systems, understanding of networking technologies with an
emphasis in TCP/IP &
Internet protocols.
The following expenerice is preferred:
Cisco 10/100/1000
switches, routers, and
firewalls, incident
response fundamentals including forensic
analysis, and worlung
as a team in building a
collaborative environment. All security ‘›if
tifications considered a
Otis. Apply with cover
letter, resume, and
three references to:

1

- threed
1121Pisis
SUPPORT

Staff/Assistant Teethe
after Wiwi program
Benton First United
Methodist Church.
Starting August 4,
2008. For more information contact
207-527-3990.
JANITORIAL/HOUSEKEEPER opening in
Murray area Benefits
include medical. 401K.
holiday & vacation pay.
Fax resume to 270444-0389
LPNIRN needed for
busy medical practice
Pediatric experience
helpful Send resume
to. 300 S 8th St Suite
203East, Murray. KY
42071

COME see us 2
Shopping on line affiliate. choose from 1
800 FLOWERS, Dell
Computers.
Overstocked.com
Waknart, affordable
mortgage and health
care Start e business
go to wow comecus2.com

Britthaven of Benton is currently accepting applications for qualified persons who would like to become
a Certified Nursing Assistant. For a rewarding career
in the nursing profession apply in person at
Bnnhaven of Benton 2607 Main Street Benton, K
ca elesse
42025 EOF/AAE No phone.

'01 the Lictst
,ilieds
MOM

.1ii,rr vledgersfom.

NOW taldng applies.
bons for ail poaNions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at SONIC
Delve-tri. 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone cells.
TOM'S Grille is now
haing tor dishwashers.
bussers, end exp
cooks. Apply in person
from 11:00-2:00.
WATER front resort
has PT/FT opening in
general maintenance
and grounds care. 4362345.
IT Senior Security
Analyst for the
University of
Tennessee Martin
Information Security
Office - Pay Grade
41/42, DOE&O.
Bachelor's degree
required in Computer
Science, MIS.
Engineering, or a
reiated technical held
or equivaient work
rotated experience
The candidate MuS1
have experience in the
lollowirg areas computer and network
security principles and
their implementation,
tiiewall installation and
management practices, vulnerability
assessment and penetration testing software

Find out what's
happening
this summer...
I

subscribe to the

MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES
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Load Mail
Hems Delivery
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6 II16. -185.119
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1 yr.-2105.1111
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Money Order
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I St. Address_
City
I
I State_,__

I Daytime Ph._
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (2701 753-1916
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ABSOLUTE AUCTION

NEON BEACH1
MINI•STORAGE

sql RIMY. JUNE 28, 2008 *1 10:00 a.m.
I action held at Thunder Holler
formally Pine Creek Resort

*Ail Size

Units

Available

*Plow Have
_ .....

Great Home Sites. Mini Farms,Farmland

733-31113
Ian
Reba Homo For Sels

Just Nonhw est of Murray. Kentucky Follow 94
West from Murray to Old Lynn Glove Road and turn
nght Go approximately 2 mile, and the farm in on
tbe left thollow Signsi
AUCTION RAIN OR SHINE IN
TINE CREEK RESORT PAVILION
TERMS: 1044 Down Day of Alk-11011 Balance Due
in '0 Days Ifr4 Buyers Prenuum will be added to
the final hid and included in the Total Price
(1.11C1111141 rudders ere responsinle lie .onducting !hell tin,
intirprockni inspeori.it, imestigatums inquiries and due ciali•
gence sonteming he reopen, kn, lints in aerial plats Aim
(inly the dinpnoimate I.kanons iii dle irwi, .ulsjecr iii .aue arid
ma, me he relied on as et., houndanes Although all 'ahem.
turn in all adtenisentem• I,'tamed Men awn,deemed ref,
alik the atkiloneer real estate tinker and wIkrs nuke MO ar
, 01 the
,
,
rains 11 guarantee actuai or implied as to the newe,
information Ii is ttr this reason that the pnwpckii.e huers
should ...ill thernsel,es the opponannt i make an impevuon
pnor to ilk auction All anniourwement• da, 0. sale ode peeve
Jerk,.is et all atherti.emems

6X80.
1999 Sunshine 13 BR 2 BA. vinyl siding, appliances, nice

489-2525.
Homes For

270-623-6314 or 270-

994-9158.
48R, $295. 753-6012
For Ilsnl

Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
2BR duplex. nice,
CA-VA. appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE

270-753-9090
Jim Tate Jr. Auctioneer lee. #P01136
Barbara Campbell - Broker Lie. /57665

SerererSales
Repairs/Upgrades

1

SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat

panel TV's. All the
759.3556
newest makes and
140
including
models
XBR
Want Ekry
Best
Sony's
1 series. On display for
:
free delivery & set-up,
ANTIQUES Call Larry
surround
custom
.753,3633
sound installation also
BUYING
available. Cuaranteed
Junk cars, trucks and
lowest prices, locally
tractors 436-5235,
owned and operated.
227-6004
Come in see these
CASH paid for
magnificent TV's in
Murray
action.
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Telephone
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Electronics, Inc.. corMurray.
ner of 8th and Arcadia.
(270)753-7567
SCRAP
TILT-BACK stationary
CARS
table.
massage
condition.
Excellent
$450.(270) 293-8276

•

'LARGE
SELECTION

Arkin
Far Sale

11%1 0 APPI111110

125 Gallon fish aquarium $500 00. fish gravel. filters everything
you need 2 piece
large china cabinet
w/glass doors
$300.00. For informbon call 227-0999
2 crypts at Murray
Gardens
Memorial
Companion
Deluxe
inside
Package
Chapel Opening and
closing fee included.
(479)244-5968.
GO-CART, 6 HP, runs
great. $550. 436-6074.

C

-1119Way C.

toil-at

f-

• A-oey, Boot..-•
ale. Gf at fJ0i
- reunions
1,41F
aft 7
LIKE new 2003 Dr.
Chippe7. 16hp, towable Used 1yr b/c of
illness $1600
435-4428

Mr:
MOM
29%
Full ear

rair

(270) 759-4593
DIRT
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Best Me county has
Call Terrell Tidwell

753-9075
(270)227-2193

(270) 753 1113

Need furniture?
We sell new & used.
MAIN ST.
FURNISHINGS
1 407 Main
761-7653

.R
2 H Fermat Tractor, 1
C Farrnall. DC Case,
10ft, dual awl tractor.
436-2754 after 4pm.

mew

available Great location. 1 year leass, 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905
3 & 4 BR townhouses.
6630-900 per mcnth.
No pets. Includes
washer/dryer,
oven/stove, dishwasher and refngerator
C/H/A. Utilities not
included. Meadowlark
Townhouses.
(270)348-0458
3&4BR, 2BA available
appliances.
now,
Coleman RE 753-9898
3 BR 1.5 BA duplex
appliances
C/H/A
Coleman RE 753-9898
3 BR house, CMiA. 1,
2, 8 3 BR Apt. 7531252. 753-0606.
761-3694.
3 BR, 2 BA all appliances. Available now.
Move in free days.
Coleman RE
753-9898.
3 BR, 2 BA. appliances furnished. nice.
541 Bailey Rd
$675+Deposit.
270-841-1599

Realty & Rental
Rental Property &
Property Management
SLINK= available
Cal 781-7355
wontlassensererity.corp

sale: 3 BR, 1 BA.
bnck horns. East side
of Murray.
270-227-2182.
For

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

KEY MINI

WAREHOUSES
1850-Si RI 1 2IS
Murray. KY 42071
27.0-75345562.

Rod

OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905.
293-1480
40'x48'.
SHOPS
40'x40', gas heat, insulated,. 12 ft. walls
Located 406 Sunbury
Circle, Murray. Call
Carlos Black

mounted

Cell 753 5606

Ogee, skill trivets
• Myles $15/per
lessor, 8 yrs Of
playing experience
Ir.
1
including
music sctiocl.
CaX Austin Carter
at 293-6969 for

information and
scheduling.
Wedding pianist
489-2869

-OWNER Finance
38R, 213A, near lake,
6058 Dunbar Rd., New
$3,950
Concord.

down,

38 Acres on Graves
Calloway line, 1.600
sq ft house, 2,400 sq
ft. shop $315,000
(402)206-8004 or
(2701345-2265

We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply et Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-848-6056
SMALL 1BR, nonsmoking apt. water
paid, available now, no
pets. $260/mo
753-5980

APPROVAL
731-584-9429.

1505 Ditiguid Dri%e • Murray. leY 4201
270-753-8556

TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
rine and 'Iwo Bedroom Apartments
Central Beat and Air
Accepting Applications

6
Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
C1

WOULD like to lease
small plot of hunting
land New to state.
270-970-1526.
270-753-6893.

!VITIllef1011s Or ills.,irrirna

2 BR. 1

BA, new
hardwood
kitchen,
floors, close to MSte
attached garage, no
pets 711 Payne St.
$475 per month.
270-293-3710.
2 BR, stove, refrigerahook-up.
w/ci
tor.
C/11/A, carport, storage
bundling. $425 mo.
deposit.
$300
References, no pets
407 South 10th 7591987. 293-7710.

AbiF Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

tuin
State laws knblai dr.,mination
in thi., salr rental in adternsing
ot real ...date ivied on tat,, in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowing), accept any
adsiernsinF fur mg Nair whish
is not in violation of the la. All
persons are beret's informed
that all dwelling,efssrlsrd are
Available on an equal opportu.
nits haw,
For further ...lance with lair
Housing Adverteong
merits, iiintad AA (...iniwel
Rene P
(7(13i ea,mai

YARD SALE
GO TO END OF
AIRPORT RD AND
TURN LEFT. GO
STRAIGHT AT
CHURCH BUILDING. 1ST HOUSE
ON LEFT.
THURSDAY
7:00-?
Decorative items.

some furniture,
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main

game boy & games

•Inside climate control
storage
•Sec.unty alarmed
-Safe & clean
•We sell boxest
-We rent U-Hauls

753-9600

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

•VD:11. SAW40

Puns Lavario
*Demos REMOVAL
6001-1110 +AMMO
•

0111142310 11164611S

THE Murray Ledge &
Times considers
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1611rAl,
01141111111111111111
r Coninuota taws,
Gangs Dow!WNW
!toper
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:
11:
ea 023
4,270)

I

114 k‘
kl 1

nies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger A Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

BRANDON'S Outdoor
service
Mowing, yard cleanup. shrubs, bush hog
ging, tilling, mulch,
grading.
C-(270)978-0543
altar 6:00
(270)438-5277

Beautiful 3 bedroom 2 bath home in the
Brizucrest Subdivision.
Call 270-753-2905 or 270-293-8595
for your private showing.

.The last roof you
will ever need

Tree
YEARRY'S
Service. Free estimates. Phone
438-2562 227-0267

Free Column
Carpet 8, Ftdors
Oen- ,ramr arg.
Seks & hurislairea
90 ails scrae e cob
75-7728

FREE to good home
Male Border Collietab
mix puppy. For information call 227-0999

NADEAU'S
Construction

Free
Pallets

•Flooring eDecks
•Vinyl siding •All
Home Improvements

(270978-2111

2212 Brookhaven
Dove
4 BR, 2.5 BA, Bonus
Room, 2,500 sq. tt.
5229,000
Call 270-556-6154 or

Times
7:0011114(11-0.

93 Plymouth Acclaim 4
cylinder Runs good
Great around town
Gas saver It's a steal
at $700

rya, Ortili.

Greg Taylor
Attorney at Law
Contract-. Deeds
ItUes, amings
761-4358
alsetaw.com

270-436-5321
www watersedgeky.co

NEWLY

I 10

pickup
owned/ems-awe,
• Is
759-1151 • 293-27831

62()
Boob !Motors

293-2784

New 2007 Nissan 18hp
electric motor,4 stroke.
759-1525. 753-0132,
293-6692.

11.i till trier!(

Ili le.

3301 St Kt 121N,
753-8047

rental. 270-436-5321
www.watersedgeky.co

l&NItawnierviie
11,01% II)9

l'IrrlITIR

and nfdic/lHactirto
Mitth Knight:
.2111-̀ii-0913,6.
Knight..
.10-2.93-8044

1988 Starcraft 88hp
motor, gored condition
227-0304

YARD mowing, trimming, weed eating.
Free estimates

& ceramic tile flooring,
Jacuzzi tub in master
bath, 2 car attached
garage. $149,900. Call
Bonnie at Cornerstone
Realty & rental LLC.
761 -SELL or 752-0729

Moiaine, Manicti;ing
-landscaping A
Leaf Vacuuming Satisfaction imaranteed
753-1816 72'74611

REDUCED!
LAKE house

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tem
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc,
Insured

Hill Electric

.YOUR AD

Ttve Placete Start
.Aiurray Ledger & Times
'

(270753-1916 -

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

\\ st.t sit \ 1

completed

2002 Honda Shadce
750 A C E deluxe
black many extras
$4,300.(270)82G

Decks, Concrete
& Repairs

elkk & ,
.
f1Ck:111

313R, 2 bath, hardwood

& ATY's

Please

Additions, Windows, Siding,
Painting, Flooring, Roofing,

113

removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured
489-2839.

WATERS Edge RV
Park & Manna. New
covered boat dock,
12x28 slips. Yearly

Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
ramp.
boat
Call
$248,500.00.
753-2905 or 293-8595

No Phone Calls

Service

Park & Manna. Annual
RV sites on the lake
with YFI and cable
Park model cottage on
the lake for sale

New 2-4
Bedroom homes
In kiverfleld
Estates.
Matt Jennings
293-7872

‘270?293-40
070214-12024

FUTRELL S Tree

WATERS Edge RV

.•1°, 4 (rut

First Come
First Serve

Calhoon Construction, LLC

.corap veteow• "141%144

sq.ft., fireplace, fenced
yd. barn. 3.2 acres
2851 Kirksey rd
(270)227-0479

It s,l

Pere retimeetw.

Ltittimest titistris.

cow,

1 'a 1111 1)1,ell
Ill Ili 141 I II '

Murray Ledger

V-.1 .121111. 1901

1270) 293-2037

270-559-0980
3BR, 2BA. 2.500

Loading Dock of

Licensed/Insured
nadeaeienstruction ret

We would like to invite you to come and see
our new homes in Riverfield Estates, Open
House will be from I p.m. to 3 p.m. on Sunday.
Several homes including the one pictured will
be open Just take Doran Road South from
Wisviell Road into Riverfield Estates. For
more information call Matt Jennings 293-7872.
See you there'
3 BR. 2 BA $54.500.
(270)240-4834

ite

sources reliable but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and compa-

Iti\N 11(\1.1s

•

LakM

978-0207

'route

Since 1986

24.0..e sanvoca

HERE FOR
ONCY $75 00
A MONTH , •
'.11 -.1 tim,

Res .('I'm . & Ind.
Licemeil 8t Insured
All lobs - big sit' small

753-9562

AHART'S
GRAVEL & SAND
We sell & deliver red gravel, pea
gravel, large wash rock, dirt and sand.
Approx. 9 miles on 641 N. of Murray
to Charley Miller Rd., then take a right
on Hopkins Rd

753-9899
Family owned & operated
227-8575
Dirt Cheap Lawn Care
Free est, Mowing, gutter cleaning, bush tnne
riling, and more.

A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves Call Bnan at
270-705-4156

A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clear

436-51 41

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

out garages gutters,
junk & trees work.

Having a. Yard Sale?
make it a big I. cid in the NitirraS I I(I(I & 1 inicst.
DEADLINES:

PRICES:
30 words 4 of
or less' days
1
$11

31-70
words'
$18

$16

2

$28

$20

3

$35

'includes all words in ad

(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
_ 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE

RID400111ANG

270-853-6251

-,11-1,-1. I it i'1,1.11'

Murray Ledger k Times Fair
Homing Act Notice
All real estak advertwed herein
en whlect to he Federal far
'lousing 5,1, which makes it
illegal to advertna• di, prefer
ence limitation or distninina
non hised on rat, C010.1 tiii
von. rest. handicap tari.lial sta•
tun or national origin, or intro
hoc to roaFe ant such reefer-

KBILINC

lnIlIII I
Nlitchill 1{1.41..
Vastly,:

05 Chyrsler 300C
loaded 41K black
$17,400

Saleor
----7
;
-L
11

Do insurance Work
WO S hiastreCar0 Accepted

WM

12701 291-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

2006 Nissan Anima
2 5S special edition
Oath blue, cloth ntenor
electric window and
door locks, automatic
in floor, 26K. one
owner $15.000
436-6074

NOW LEASING

$495/month.

Bonnie Byerly Broker
(270)752-0729.
GOT LAND? Own land
or have family land
available, you can
qualify for $0 down,
for
Call
FREE

5 yr old TN walking
horse, mare, 14.1
hands, black, very
pretty. child safe, lots
of trail experience.
$1500 270-227-9020

Water Decrease C ist
6,0..44 A FIner eats
PISMOCISIMQ $ Plumbing
Daya Galena. NNW

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS

4044414
Chocolate Lab pups.
born May 13th, 1st
shots & wormed.
$150.00. 437-4472
DOG Obedience
436-2858.
puppies
SHIKTZU
AKC, shots. wormed,
5300-5350, 2 boys
ready now. Boys & girls
available August 3rd,
Reserve your baby
270)251 -0310
now.
evenings
Tri-colored beagle puppies for sale. Some 12
weeks old, some 8
weeks old. Males and
remakes Good hunting
line. Call 270-2936454 for more info.

Davi is
Home
Impovernent

Nicks home & mobile
horns repair water &
&
tereirte carriage.
hardwood floors 30
yrs sap Larry Nenrno
7532353 753 0353

14.15. 16 inch

270-436-2935.

AKC Registered

-1
11wed
11111LCT
L

ALL Carpentry
Remodeivig additions.

.1.61. RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
7205. 41H ST.
enter 4121 s & (ilendak.
IONIO S2.5 ifral5
1.2701.136-2524
12701293-66es

Prep. r

1

011srld

USED TIRES

FSBO: Coiner Lot #27
(.47 acre) Saddle
RIihervislon
(',reek
Gibbs Store Rd..
Atkins Way, Murray.
$32.000 obo.
270-759-4209.

1 , 2 & 3bedroom Apts.

Guar Lessons

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

1

753-9898
2BR8 38R apartments

1111
AIM Pas

WARD ELWIN%

HD fetevIslons
Come by Olympic
Plaza tc see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Protection
also. LG. Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

I
_J

OR 2br apts. near

-Aucdons With CARE"
112 N. 12th Street • Murray, KY 42071

[
MOM COMPUTERS

Rant1

2 BR on 1 acre lot,
newly painted, very
work
clean, yard
included No inside
pets, ref. required.
8325mo + deposit.

AMPBELL
UCTION &
EAL
STATE

120
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Publish Date

Deadline

Monday
Shopper
Tuesday
Wednesday

Friday- 10AM
Friday - 10AM
Monday - 1 2PM
Monday - 4PM
Wednesday - 1 2PM

Thursday
Friday

Thursday- 10AM

Thursday- 12PM

Saturday

MAKE Ill BO 0:
111 511111 .111 111 .1 1 /1.111.
l'

REV.OLUTION
t-

A.

I

A

E.

617 Patriot lane. Frinidin..TN-37067
615503 9745 • 800.935.058
RE VOLUT1ONN ASI1VILLE.COM

AILS

Iiir

Free',
•• To advertise,

call Jill
or Ashley at
PURCHASE OF
1916
'
753
YARD SALE AD!(270)
YARD SALE

Kn WITH

2

1 \ 11 .1

A $S fee will be charged for
any copy or misdate changes
made after ad is submitted
No changes nriay he made after
deadline All ads must be tire
paid. Ads may hase only one

address.

Murray Ledger & limes
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10 years ago
Published are pictures of Morgan Williams ot Murray-CalIpway County Swim Team swimming in the Murray pool who
on four races in 10 and under
division of the meet against Fort
Campbell. The photo was by
Staff Sports Photographer Mark
Young.
: Births reported include a boy
to Randy and Lisa Burkeen. June
19.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Keys Faros will be marned for 60 years
lune 26.
- 20 years ago
Charles Howard, 61. Rt I.
Murray. was killed instantly on
June 22 when a backhoe bucket and boom fell on him while
he was working for Lamb Plumbing. according to Calloway County Deputy Coroner Terry Isaacs.
Births reported Include a girl
to Keith and Suellen Barber,
June 15; a boy to Torty:a and
James Trout, a boy to Patncia
and David Todd. a boy to 'Tina
and Nick Woodruff and a boy
to Traci and Mark Mattingly,
June 20; a boy to Sharon and
John Han, a boy to Loraine and
Kevin Bearsby and a girl to
Beverly and Doug Ellis, June
21; a boy to Kelly and Kevin
Freeman, June 22.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of Calloway County Extension Agent
Ted Howard examining a corn
stalk infested with the European
corn borer in a field belonging
to Junior Compton. Also pictured are Compton and Charles
Tucker. both farmers in the Kirksey area. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Lowell Atchley.
H. Edd Chnsman of Murray
has been elected president of
the Boy Scouts Four Rivers Coonwhich serves this area.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Roger Wilson.
June 6. and a boy to Mr. and

Mrs Jimmy (.ieurin. June 12.
40 years ago
Published is a picture of Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis As he
shows the trophy he won in the
Milking Contest with County
Attorney Robert 0. Miller as
part of the observance of Calloway County June Dairy Day
nem on tne Murray courtsquare.
Morns G. Prescott was promoted to Army Specialist 5 while
serving with the tinned States
Army in Pleiku, Vietnam. He is
the son of Mrs. Lillian Prescott.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star
observed its Fnendship Night on
June 21 at the Masonic Hall.
50 years ago
Installed as officers of the
Murray Lions Club at the meeting held at South Pleasant Grove
Methodist Church were Henry
Fulton. president; Joe Pat James,
first vice president; Bethel
Richardson, second vice president; Castle E. Parker, third vice
president: James Rogers. secretary; Rob Ray, treasurer; Bryan
Tolley, lion tamer; and Jim
Blalock, tail twister.
Mrs. Orval H. Austin. representing College Presbyterian
Church and Western Kentucky
Presbyterial Society, is attending the fifth quadrennial national meeting of Presbyterian
Women's organization at Purdue
University, Lafayette, Ind.
60 years ago
The Calloway County teachers attended a recent meeting at
Murray State College to discuss
new programs, according to Prentice Lassiter. superintendent of
Calloway County Schools.
The Girl Scout Day Camp
will open July 4 at the Murray
City Park. Eligible to attend are
150 Girl Scouts of Murray,
according to Mrs. George Han,
commissioner of Murray Girl
Scout Council.

COMICS / FEATURES
Summer dresses reveal more
than woman may care to show
DEAR ABBY: At the age
of 40, I had emergency Cardiac surgery followed by an
infection, more surgery and six
months of difficult recovery.
With the help of medical professionals and my husband's
tireless care,
finally
1
healed. It's
been nearly
five years,
but I'm back
to my "norself
mal"
and can do
about
just
anything I
Dear Abby could
before. I'm
By Abigail
grateful for
my life and
Van Buren
feel blessed
to have recovered from an illness that many have not survived.
My problem: I am very
well-endowed. I used to enjoy
dressing to highlight my
"assets" in a ladylike way. But
my once-attractive cleavage is
now obscured by deep, severe
scarring. On the one hand, my
scar is my badge of survival.
1 don't try to hide it when
dressing for work or for leisure.
On the other hand. I don't try
to flaunt it either.
A season of summer gatherings. parties and celebrations
is here, and I'd like to dress
for them. Should I stick to
high-collared tops (which make
me feel frumpy) or wear dresses and blouses that reveal the
scars? My close friends are used
to them, but I don't want to
shock strangers at the hors
d'oeuvres table.
This may seem like vanity
when so many struggle for

Telaylnllistory
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(Thaw was acquitted of murder
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. June 25, by reason of insanity).
In 1942, some 1,000 British
the 177th day of 2008. There are
Royal Air Force bombers raided
189 days left in the year.
Bremen, Germany, during World
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 25. 1950, war broke War II.
In 1958. a four-day dedication
out in Korea as forces from the
communist North invaded the of the Mackinac Bridge linking
Michigan's upper and lower peninSouth.
sulas began, even though the bridge
On this date:
In 1807, Napoleon 1 of France had been open to traffic since
and Russian Czar Alexander 1 met November 1957.
In 1962. the U.S. Supreme
near Tilsit to discuss terms for
ending war between their empires. Court. in Engel v. Vitale. ruled
In 1876, Lt. Col. George A. that recital of a state-sponsored
Custer and his Seventh Cavalry prayer in New York State public
were wiped out by Sioux and schools was unconstitutional.
In 1973, former White House
Cheyenne Indians in the Battle of
Counsel John W Dean began testhe Little Bighorn in Montana.
In 1906. architect Stanford tifying before the Senate WaterWhite was shot to death atop New gate Committee,
In 1996, a truck bomb killed
York's Madison Square Garden.
which he had designed, by mil- 19 Americans and injured hunlionaire Harry K. Thaw, the jeal- dreds at a U.S. military housing
ous husband of Evelyn Nesbit complex in Saudi Arabia.

Ten years ago: The Supreme
Court rejected a 1997 line-item veto
law as unconstitutional, anti ruled
that HIV-infected people are protected by the Americans With Disabilities Act. President Clinton
began a nine-day trip to China
in the city of Xi"an.
Five years ago: The music
industry threatened to sue hundreds of individual computer users
who were illegally sharing music
files online. Former Georgia Gov
Lester Maddox, a symbol of Old
South segregation, died in Atlanta
at age 87.
One year ago. A suicide bomber
slipped into a Baghdad hofel and
blew himself up in the midst of
a gathering of U.S.-allied tribal
sheiks, killing 13 people. Robert
Zoelhck won unanimous approval
of the World Bank's board to
become the institution's next president.
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health, but it has been difficult overcoming depression
after my illness and a long
time since I've felt good about
dressing up a little. I'd like
your opinion. -- WANTS TO
FEEL PRETTY AGAIN
DEAR WANTS TO FEEL
PRETTY: We are the sum
total of our life experiences.
Among yours has been major
surgery. If you wouldn't mind
answering questions about your
scars, then wear the low-cut
tops you're inclined to. I have
seen other women do it. However, if answering questions
would make you uncomfortable, consider wearing outfits
that highlight your assets in a
different way -- or even highlighting different assets.
DEAR ABBY: 1 have a
friend, "Regina," who is a wonderful person. The problem is,
she has become obsessed with
her toddler nephew. "Michael."
to the point that she thinks of
nothing else. She lives and
breathes for him, and our
friendship has suffered tremendously because of it.
I love little Michael, too,
but I don't want to hear about
him 24/7! I have tried changing the subject when Regina
starts droning on about every
detail of Michael's day, but
she always draws the subject
back to him. She thinks her
sister and brother-in-law can't
do anything right for the boy.
Michael's parents are young
and work full-time, so Michael
is with Regina 50 percent of
the time and has been since
the day he was born. Regina
has no kids of her own and
has told me she doesn't intend
to -- becatise she has Michael.
I have tried talking to her
about this. Finally, I exploded
and told her she has been driving me crazy with talk of nothing but him. She answered that
Michael is the only thing she
knows how to do right and
can talk about intelligently. I
think my friend is obsessed.
What more can 1 do? -IN
ALREADY
ENOUGH
TEXARKANA
ENOUGH
DEAR
ALREADY: Your friend is less
'obsessed' with her nephew
than preoccupied. Fifty percent of her time is spent providing child care for him. What
else do you expect her to talk
about?
1 think it's time you cut
her some slack: Suggest you
do things together that will
give her some adult stimulation -- plays, movies, art shows,
etc. It could not only save
your sanity, it could also
improve your felationship and
give her something else she
can talk about intelligently.
•••

ORDClear'
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm at
my wits end. My problems are
all musculoskeletal in nature.
I'm a 65-year-old woman
Last August. my right knee began
hurting, and I could not bend
it. I don't remember iniunng it
After an Xray that was
negative, my
doctor gave
my knee a
cortisone
shot, and I
followed up
with physical
therapy for
Dr. Gott eight sessions. That
helped until
By
Dr. Peter Gott I wrenched
my right foot
while going down a step. My
knee also twisted with the action
It was first believed there WEB
a hairline fracture of the fifth
metatarsal, and my foot was in
an air cast for eight weeks, but
it turned out the injury was to
the tendons and soft tissue, not
bone, confirmed by an MR1. After
nine visits to the physical therapist for my foot. I was "almost"
better and I started resuming
my daily activities. That's when
my knee started the same problems all over again. To make
matters worse, the back of my
neck and shoulder tops are tight
and hurt, and I've had some
numbness in my left little finger and lips.
My doctor just wrote out prescnptions, which I had to discontinue due to the side effects,
since I'm very sensitive to medications. I am using a hot pack

37 Say decidedly

CoutractIlridge
North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•K 9 4 2
•.1 96 5 4
•A
•.! 10 6
EAST
WEST
•Q 6 3
alti 8
V—
•Q 10 2
•K 10 7 4 2
•.1 8 6 5 3
4bQ 9 7 5 3
•A K 4
SOUTH
*A 10 75
V AK 873
•Q 9
48 2
The bidding:
West
South
East
North
Pass
I•
Pass
Pass
4,
Opening !cad — king of clubs.
Declarer certainly does no have
a monopoly on counting out a hand
In most eases, a defender has just as
good a chance of figuring out the distribution of the outstanding cards.
Take this deal where West was
able to work out the winning defense
at a entical juncture in the play. West
led the K-A and another club, ruffed
by declarer. South cashed the ace of
hearts, revealing the had trump split,
and then led a diamond to the ace.
After playias a heart to the king.
declarer ruffed the queen of diamonds in (harms. Fast following
with the deuce and four on the two
rounds of diamotkis to indicate an

38 Cowpoke's
greeting
40 Not any
41 Full range
44 Wall hanging
46 Siberian river
47 Focused
(2 wds
52 Soft fabric
53 Cato s year
54 Playing card
55 Does lacework
56 Attention getter
57 That woman
DOWN
Lone Star guy
Pay dirt
Put a dent in
Long dress
Even up
Woosnam
of golf
7 Burrow
8 Fake
9 Verdi opus
10 Plumbing
problem
1
2
3
4
5
6

A rim
15 IP
20 m

E.A rsi u -r s.04)

•
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after
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50METIME5 I L.IE AWAKE AT NI6NT
AND I A5K "LOW AM I HERE?"

THEN A VOICE COMES TO ME THAT
SAYS "WE CAN'T TAKE YOUR QUESTION
NOW..1.4E'RE ALL OUT ROLLEIZBLADIN6.."

on my neck, and doing some
stretching exercises from physical therapy for my foot and
knee, followed by ice packs
I'm still a mess. [here has been
no improvement. and I'm tired
of hurting and having this weird
numbness. What else can I do?
Please, no more doctors or pills.
DEAR READER: My initial reaction was to consider that
the knee pain originated from a
form of arthritis, a breakdown
of cartilage that calliSes pain and
stiffness of knees, elbows, shoulders and other joints. Any movement can trigger pain, and you
certainly didn't do yourself any
good when you wrenched your
foot on the steps.
Consider your body a welloiled machine. All parts work
well when nothing is wrong.
When maltunction causes that
machine to falter, the entire system reacts. Muscles such as the
ones in your shoulders and:neck
tense and tighten. You put :additional strain on parts of -your
body that aren't accustomed to
malfunctioning, and those parts
react with pain, tingling and
numbness. You might also have
a pinched nerve.
Visit your doctor (or find a
new one who will not push pills
at you)to discuss a plan of action.
Work together to formulate your
own plan, since no one knows
your body better than you do.
You've had physical therapy and
know the drill.
You might consider a topical ointment, such as Caatiya.
for relief of symptoms .fidm
arthritis and muscle strain.

odd number ofcards in the suit. West
was then given his trump trick and,
since he had no more hearts or clubs,
had to choose between returning a
spade or a diamond.
Although West could not be
absolutely certain, it appeared from
the fall of the cards and deciarer's
manner of play that South had, no
more diamonds left at this point.: PI
so, a diamond return would present
South with a ruff-arid-discard.
It might seem. tbereforei :lhat
West should retnen a spade. Rut if he
does, he hands declarer the contract.
If West leads the jack. South wink
wiLh dummy's king and then finesses
East for the queen. If West tries a low
guile instead. declarer takes kast's
queen with the ace and picks up
West's jack on the next round.
Bat if West returns a diamond,
deliberately conceding a ruff-anddiscard, South es entually has to lose
a spade for down one. How can West
know this'? By counting out the hand.
At the point where West wins the
hvart queen, he knows that declarer
started with five hearts, two clubs
and two diamonds. This leaves South
with four spades. If these include the
A-Q, there is no hope, so West must
assume East has a spade honor.
If East has the ace or Q-10-s, it
doesn't matter what West does. But it'
East has the Q-x-x, a spade return is
disastrous, while a diamond return,
though it yields a ruff-and-discard,
leaves declarer helpless.

CMS:MOM
I Back-fence
yowler
4 Mansion staffer
8 Walks barefoot
12 Diamond stat
13 Tien Shan
mountains
14 Acid staff
15 Copying
17 Valhalla host
18 Rock-band
booking
19 Not relevant
20 Misgiving
23 Super
26 Groundless
27 Mae West role
28 Legal right
31 Casserole
cover
32 Sales pitch
34 Poisonous
snake
35 Sweater letter
36 Hawaii's Mauna

Local
tance
an at

Knee injury triggers
pain everywhere

Tomorrow: Accentuate the positis c
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Wednesday. June 25. 2008 • 5B

Answer to Previous Puzzle
ill 0 DE
'0
l
PAT13
NrVES
0
ASH
OS
S
I
L
HAWK
MARES
ISLA
GEL
SH
CECIL
HIS
RAT
VU
FOR
EON
IL
GEM
RAG
TEASE
IA
GET
ZEST
FOLKS
ATOM
LEA
VENTILATE
OPT
FIAT
ALOE
PIE
SLOE
NOBS
6-25 Ci 2008 United Feature Syndicate Inc

III

11 Thrilled
16 Human eater
19 ''— cost you!
20 Too box item
21 Fix typos
22 Swit co-star

MIMIIII.
Odd
ill
ill
ival
II
iii
111 ilia!
II
BM
Hillill !Mill
di
ill
ill
A
1

24 Trojan War
story
25 Old curse
word
28 Coffee
in slang
29 Internet fan
30 Nimble
32 Suggestion
box opening
33 Barn'
37 Part of A M
38 Rusted-out
ships
39 Adventure
tales
41 Blow hard
42 Sopranos
solo
43 Ice cream
treat
45 Cheer on
47 Ray gun blast
48 Coast Guard
off
49 They
prosecute
PerPs
50 Freud
to himself
51 Society
column word
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Hannah
Contint, 11, participates
Monday in the
appie bobbing
at the Garrard
Fair
County
near
Bryanstville Ky.
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HAPP1' BIRTHDAY for
Thursday. June 146, 2088:
This year your public image
makes a difference. Be sensitive
to how you project yourself, and
that it is in sync with who you
art and what you want. Others
also frequently think you are the
cat's meow. You have a way
with people and a style that is
quite unique and enticing. If you
are single, you are likely to meet
a very significant person to your
life's history within the next few
months. Your financial wellbeing and security score high
winter on. If you are attached,
the two of you will be looking at
making your nest egg a lot bigger. Plan a long-dreamed-of trip
sooner rather than later. ARIES
pushes you into the limelight.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive. 3- Average 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-Aprli 19)
**** Though your energy
might he misplaced, triggering
au i sorts of confusion, you claim
out of a situation with sea.
Others might be left holding the
bag! You might not have the
control or direction you desire.
How you deal with someone
could be radically different from
what you anticipated Tonight: If
you're uncomfortable in a situation, leave!

Former tough-guy actor sets sights on McConnell seat

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*it* Take your time and don't
pressure someone. You could
go within and be a bit touchy or
difficult. Knowing your limits
could be more important than
you realize. Relax. Tonight:
Surprises happen!

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -- Sonny
Liodham carved out a tough-guy reputation in a series of big-screen roles, from
roughing up Sylvester Stallone to getting
tossed out a window by Carl Weathers.
He pulls no punches in his newest
role: Libertarian challenger to a man
known for political toughness, Senate
Minority Leader Mitch McConnell.
Now 67 and living in northeastern
Kentucky, the man who played Billy
Bear in "48 Hours" and was killed by an
alien in "Predator" admits his actionmovie days are behind him.
"I think I'm having wild action when I
take two aspirin with my hot chocolate at
night," he quipped.

valid
The actor known for his powerful Landham must collect at least 5,000
State
physique. booming voice and his petition signatures by Aug. 12.
Ken
American Indian heritage says he's seri- Libertarian Party Chairman
ous about his longshot bid, because too Moeliman said the petition drive began
will
many politicians are indifferent to voters' recently and he believes Landham
it.
make
problems.
But the bid includes some campaign
Landham refers to McConnell, a fourscripted for
term Republican, as "Boss Hogg" after baggage that seems
the corrupt politician from "The Dukes of Hollywood, instead of socially conservaacting career
Hazzard" TV show. He bluntly called tive Kentucky. Early in his
it all in
Democratic candidate and millionaire in the 1970s, Landham bared
businessman Bruce Lunsford an "elitist." adult films.
Asked whether that could hurt him
Even President Bush is a target: "He
"What can I
took us into a war on lies," Landham politically, Landham replied,
you cannot
said, claiming the actual intent was "to do? That was a part of my life
call back."
put 'Big Oil' back into Iraq."
But he does express regrets. "If I was
To qualify for the November ballot,

going to do it now —

knowing that I'm going
to have four children,
knowing that I was
going to nin for office
— no, I wouldn't make
that choice," he said.
"But at the time I made
the choice of getting a
Lendhsrrt
paycheck, staying alive
for your big break."
Landham also served more than 2 1/2
years in federal prison after being convicted of making threatening and obscene
phone calls to his ex-wife. The conviction was thrown out by a federal appeals
court.
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***** Zero in on what you
want as well as what you need.
You could be confused by a flaky
boss or supervisor. Clarity is not
this person's strong suit of that
you can remain sure. Listen to
the words surrounding a situation. Tonight A must appearance.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Investigate a change
with an eye to the unexpected.
How you deal with someone and
the choices you make could be
rather dynamic and shocking.
Laughter takes you in a new
direction and helps you gain a
perspective. Tonight: Know
when to say enough
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Your vision of possibilities could get bruised by someone at a distance. You might not
understand all the ins and outs
of a situation. Consider revising
your opinion and relax with
someone you care about.

Tonight. Whirling through the
moment.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Investigate possibly,ties with an eye to new beginnings. How you deal with someone c- the end renuits could be
quite different from what you'd
anticipated. Unexpected developments involving a partner or
fhend could have you shaking
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your head Tonight. In the game
of life.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
**** You might want to try
another approach or different
style. Investigate possibilities
rather than close down. How

you view a situation or what you
decide to do could be far more
complicated than you think.
Tonight: Defer to someone else.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Easy does it. You could be
deferring to someone you would
prefer not to. Listen to yourself
when dealing with an associate.
Perhaps you might be more
instrumental than you believe in
shaking up the status gun
Tonight Easy does it.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
your
Investigate
options. Be open to some fast
thinking and high creativity For
some of you, it might be something as simple as a new perspective or a reasonable risk.
Hop into that nsk without flinching Tonight Ever fun.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You might want to try
something very different or
become far more creative. As
you look at issues differently,
opportunities come up left and
right. Check out an investment
with care. Realize what is going
on. Tonight. Your home is your
castle.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** How you deal with
someone could change with an
unexpected and perhaps abrupt
insight You will grow and gain if
you pull back. Know that you
might not be heanng the whole
story. Tonight: In the middle of
the action.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your abrupt atfttude or
general unpredictability surprises many, not lust those in your
immediate circle. Be careful --

you could impact a situation in a
negative manner. Tonight Take
a breather from everything! You
need it!
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